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TEXAS COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

Protecting Texas by Reducing and Preventing Pollution 

Mr. Roy Eklund 
Bulverde Hills Properties, LLC 
P.O. Box 89 
Bulverde, Texas 78163 

February 27, 2015 

Re: Edwards Aquifer, Carnal County 

RECEIVED 

MAR 0 2 2015 

COUNTY ENGINEER 

NAME OF PROJECT: .Bulverde Hills Properties, LLC; Located on the northwest corner of 
Bulverde Road and Saddle Ridge Drive; Bulverde, Texas 

'IYPE OF PLAN: Request for Approval of a Contributing Zone Plan (CZP); 30 Texas 
Administrative Code (TAC) Chapter 213 Subchapter B Edwards Aquifer 

Investigation No. 1217078; Regulated Entity No. RN107915134; Additional ID No. 13-1412902 

Dear Mr. Eklund: 

The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) has completed its review of the CZP 
Application for the above-referenced project submitted to the San Antonio Regional Office by 
Torres Engineering on behalf of Bulverde Hills Properties, LLC on December 19, 2014. Final 
review of the CZP was completed after additional material was received on February 3 and 
February 23, 2015. As presented to the TCEQ, the Temporary and Permanent Best Management 
Practices (BMPs) were selected and construction plans were prepared by a Texas Licensed 
Professional Engineer to be in general compliance with the requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 
213. These planning materials were sealed, signed and dated by a Texas Licensed Professional 
Engineer. Therefore, based on the engineer's concurrence of compliance, the planning materials 
for construction of the proposed project and pollution abatement measures are.hereby approved 
subject to applicable state rules and the conditions in this letter. The applicant or a person 
affected may file with the chief clerk a motion for reconsideration of the executive director's final 
action on this Edwards Aquifer Protection Plan. A motion for reconsideration must be filed no 
later than 23 days after the date of this approval letter. This approval expires two (2) years 
from the date of this letter unless, prior to the expiration date, more than 10 percent of the 
construction has commenced on the project or an extension of time has been requested. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The proposed commercial project will have an area of approximately 1.9788 acres. It will 
include one commercial structure, driveways, parking and utility infrastructure. The impervious 
cover will be 1.131 acres (57.2 percent). Project wastewater will be disposed of by on-site sewage 
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facilities. According to a letter dated November 13, 2014, signed by Mr. Robert Boyd, P.E., with 
Comal County, the development is acceptable for the use of on-site sewage facilities. 

PERMANENT POLLliTION ABATEMENT MEASURES 

To prevent the pollution of storm water runoff originating on-site or upgradient of the site and 
potentially flowing across and off the site after construction, one (1) rooftop rainwater 
harvesting system and permeable concrete for the paved surfaces, designed using the TCEQ 
technical guidance document, Complying with the Edwards Aquifer Rules: Technical Guidance 
on Best Management Practices (2005), will be constructed to treat stormwater runoff. The 
required total suspended solids (TSS) treatment for this project is 1,015 pounds of TSS 
generated from the 1.131 acres of impervious cover. The approved measures meet the required 
8o percent removal of the increased load in TSS caused by the project. 

The individual treatment measures are described below. 

Rainwater Harvesting System 

Tank Contributing Req. Design Req. Design Req. TSS Design 

Area Capture Capture Irrigation Irrigation Removal TSS 

(acre) Volume Volume Area Area Ob/yr) Removal 

(ft3) (ft3) (ft2) (ft2) Ob/yr) 

1&2 0.351 1,913 2,238 6,648 6,648 315·3 394.09 

The permeable concrete surfaces used for sidewalks and parking consists of o. 78 acres. The 
permeable concrete will not have an underdrain as allowed over the contributing zone. The mix 
formula has been proposed to meet the specifications of the Technical Guidance Manual. The 
TSS required to be removed is 699.7 pounds ofTSS. 

SPECIAL CONDffiONS 

I. All permanent pollution abatement measures shall be operational prior to occupancy of the 
facility. 

II. Sediment and/or media removed from the permanent pollution abatement measures during 
maintenance activities shall be properly disposed of according to 30 TAC 330 or 30 TAC 
335, as applicable. 

STANDARD CONDITIONS 

1. Pursuant to Chapter 7 Subchapter C of the Texas Water Code, any violations of the 
requirements in 30 TAC Chapter 213 may result in administrative penalties. 

2. The holder of the approved Edwards Aquifer protection plan must comply with all 
provisions of 30 TAC Chapter 213 and all best management practices and measures 
contained in the approved plan. Additional and separate approvals, permits, registrations 

' 
'· 
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and/or authorizations from other TCEQ Programs (i.e., Stormwater, Water Rights, UIC) can 
be required depending on the specifics of the plan. 

3· In addition to the rules of the Commission, the applicant may also be required to comply 
with state and local ordinances and regulations providing for the protection of water quality. 

Prior to Commencement of Construction: 

4· All contractors conducting regulated activities at the referenced project location shall be 
provided a copy of this notice of approval. At least one complete copy of the approved 
Contributing Zone Plan and this notice of approval shall be maintained at the project 
location until all regulated activities are completed. 

s. Any modification to the activities described in the referenced CZP application following the 
date of approval may require the submittal of a plan to modify this approval, including the 
payment of appropriate fees and all information necessary for its review and approval prior 
to initiating construction of the modifications. 

6. The applicant must provide written notification of intent to commence construction, 
replacement, or rehabilitation of the referenced project. Notification must be submitted to 
the San Antonio Regional Office no later than 48 hours prior to commencement of the 
regulated activity. Written notification must include the name of the approved plan and file 
number for the regulated activity, the date on which the regulated activity will commence, 
and the name of the prime contractor with the name and telephone number of the contact 
person. 

7· Temporary erosion and sedimentation (E&S) controls, i.e., silt fences, rock berms, stabilized 
construction entrances, or other controls described in the approved Storm Water Pollution 
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) must be installed prior to construction and maintained during 
construction. Temporary E&S controls may be removed when vegetation is established and 
the construction area is stabilized. If a water quality pond is proposed, it shall be used as a 
sedimentation basin during construction. The TCEQ may monitor stormwater discharges 
from the site to evaluate the adequacy of temporary E&S control measures. Additional 
controls may be necessary if excessive solids are being discharged from the site. 

During Construction: 

8. During the course of regulated activities related to this project, the applicant or his agent 
shall comply with all applicable provisions of 30 TAC Chapter 213, Edwards Aquifer. The 
applicant shall remain responsible for the provisions and conditions of this approval until 
such responsibility is legally transferred to another person or entity. 

9. If sediment escapes the construction site, the sediment must be removed at a frequency 
sufficient to minimize offsite impacts to water quality (e.g., fugitive sediment in street being 
washed into surface streams or sensitive features by the next rain). Sediment must be 
removed from sediment traps or sedimentation ponds not later than when design capacity 
has been significantly reduced. Litter, construction debris, and construction chemicals 
exposed to stormwater shall be prevented from becoming a pollutant source for stormwater 
discharges (e.g., screening outfalls, picked up daily). 

10. Intentional discharges of sediment laden water are not allowed. If dewatering becomes 
necessary, the discharge will be filtered through appropriately selected best management 
practices. These may include vegetated filter strips, sediment traps, rock berms, silt fence 
rings, etc. 
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11. The following records shall be maintained and made available to the executive director upon 
request: the dates when major grading activities occur, the dates when construction 
activities temporarily or permanently cease on a portion of the site, and the dates when 
stabilization measures are initiated. 

12. Stabilization measures shall be initiated as soon as practicable in portions of the site where 
construction activities have temporarily or permanently ceased, and construction activities 
will not resume within 21 days. When the initiation of stabilization measures by the 14th day 
is precluded by weather conditions, stabilization measures shall be initiated as soon as 
practicable. 

13. This approval does not authorize the installation of temporary aboveground storage tanks on 
this project. If the contractor desires to install a temporary aboveground storage tank for 
use during construction, an application to modify this approval must be submitted and 
approved prior to installation. The application must include information related to tank 
location and spill containment. Refer to Standard Condition No. 5, above. 

After Completion of Construction: 

14. Owners of permanent BMPs and measures must insure that the BMPs and measures are 
constructed and function as designed. A Texas Licensed Professional Engineer must certify 
in writing that the permanent BMPs or measures were constructed as designed. The 
certification letter must be submitted to the San Antonio Regional Office within 30 days of 
site completion. 

15. The applicant shall be responsible for maintaining the permanent BMPs after construction 
until such time as the maintenance obligation is either assumed in writing by another entity 
having ownership or control of the property (such as without limitation, an owner's 
association, a new property owner or lessee, a district, or municipality) or the ownership of 
the property is transferred to the entity. Such entity shall then be responsible for 
maintenance until another entity assumes such obligations in writing or ownership is 
transferred. A copy of the transfer of responsibility must be filed with the executive director 
through the San Antonio Regional Office within 30 days of the transfer. A copy of the 
transfer form (TCEQ-10263) is enclosed. 

16. Upon legal transfer of this property, the new owner(s) is required to comply with all terms of 
the approved Contributing Zone Plan. If the new owner intends to commence any new 
regulated activity on the site, a new Contributing Zone Plan that specifically addresses the 
new activity must be submitted to the executive director. Approval of the plan for the new 
regulated activity by the executive director is required prior to commencement of the new 
regulated activity. 

17. A Contributing Zone Plan approval or extension will expire and no extension will be granted 
if more than so percent of the total construction has not been completed within ten years 
from the initial approval of a plan. A new Contributing Zone Plan must be submitted to the 
San Antonio Regional Office with the appropriate fees for review and approval by the 
executive director prior to commencing any additional regulated activities. 

18. At project locations where construction is initiated and abandoned, or not completed, the 
site shall be returned to a condition such that the aquifer is protected from potential 
contamination. 
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This action is taken under authority delegated by the Executive Director of the Texas 
Commission on Environmental Quality. If you have any questions or require additional 
information, please contact Michael Isley, P.E. of the Edwards Aquifer Protection Program of 
the San Antonio Regional Office at 210-403-4057· 

Sincerely, 

df"---.-l--~ 
Lynn Bumguardner, Water Section Manager 
San Antonio Region Office 
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 

LMB/MI/eg 

Enclosures: Deed Recordation Affidavit, Form TCEQ-o62sA 
Change in Responsibility for Maintenance of Permanent BMPs, Form TCEQ-
10263 

cc: Mr. Xavier Torres, P.E., Torres Engineering 
Mr. Thomas Hornseth, P.E., Comal County 
Mr. Roland Ruiz, Edwards Aquifer Authority 
The Honorable Bill Krawietz, City of Bulverde 
TCEQ Central Records, Building F, MC212 
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Mr. Isley, 
.

Thank you for you response to our Water Pollution Plan Submittal. The comments have 

been reviewed and are addressed as follows: 

1. 	 The Inspection, Maintenance, Repair, and Retrofit (IMRR) Plan has been signed 


and revised accordingly. 


2. 	 The IRMM has been revised to include requested statement. See attached IMRR 


and TCEQ Nod 2. 


3. 	 The IRMM has been revised to include requested statement. See attached IMRR 


and TCEQ Nod 2. 


4. 	 See Landscape/Irrigation responses and attachments. 

5. 	 See Landscape/Irrigation responses and attachments. 

6. 	 Calculations Have been attached. 

7. 	 See LandscapelIrrigation responses and attachments. 

8. 	 See Landscape/Irrigation responses and attachments. 

9. 	 See Landscape/Irrigation responses and attachments. 

10. See LandscapelIrrigation responses and attachments. 

11. See LandscapelIrrigation responses and attachments . 

12. Detail sheet has been revised to insure compliance with RG-0348. See attached 


Detail Sheet and TCEQ NOD 2. 
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13. See Landscape/Irrigation responses and attachments. 

Once again thank you for all your time and effort in this matter and please feel free to 

contact me should you have any additional concerns. 

Sincerely 


Torres Engineering, 


Xavier Torres, P.E. 
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FAX TRANSM TAL 

this cover NUMBER OF PAGESDATE: 
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P.E.TO: NAME 

EngineeringORGANIZATION 

xtorres@torresengineering.net 

TO: 	 Roy~~.~~,,,u 
--~----------------------------------

ORGANIZATION Bulverde 
--------------~~--------------------

830 -980-8650 

FROM: COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENTAL 

NAME 

San Antonio Regional Edwards 

Number 

Re: 
northwest corner 

Plan (CZP), 30 

Edwards 
NAME OF LO(~an~a on 

Bulverde, Texas 
of a Contributing 
213 Edwards 

Dear Mr. Torres: 

We are in the process technically the CZP application 
r'-"J,..,\AI 

was submitted on 
above-referenced "'...""',,,.- Before we can proceed our the following 

comments to application must addressed. 

1. The Inspection, Maintenance, Retrofit (IMRR) 
TCEQ comments in an unsigned state. 

was submitted in 
response to IMRR Plan win 
need to comments and by the owner 
(Regulated Entity). 

2. 	 Indicate that pressure wash water (or hydrocarbons if a 
spill) and disposed in accordance Vvith applicable 

3· 	 Indicate in IMRR that with the vacuuming of the parking the sweepings (and 
steam assisted sweepings) be disposed in with applicable 

mailto:xtorres@torresengineering.net


Mr. Torres, P.E. 
February 9, 2015 

2 

regulations. 
4. 	 Identify more clearly in the IMRR that any to remove 

perform maintenance, etc. shall be as a space 
to regulations. If and when is provide 

capable of being entered (hatch structural strength, access to tank hatch, 
5. RG-348, all irrigation distribution and lateral shall be Schedule 80. 
6. 	 Prepare for of landscape, without 

causing using permeability soils as by 
testing RG-348). If penneabiIity testing has not been 

A Professional Engineer shall the 
7. 	 whether will be a of 

with a municipal potable water system for makeup water when the rainwater 
harvesting tanks are near or at empty. If so, address how potable water supply 
will be 

8. 	 irrigation '"'''T''''''' piping will marked with 

9· drawings how the pump will deactivate upon a 
that condition will be relayed to building U,",'A!I-'«" 

indicates one rather two will be 
sec:ona tank on drawing, manifold piping network, etc. 

11. 	 that piping pavement 
200 piping, provided with welded 

of primary irrigation piping or electrical 

concrete to ensure with 

13· will be no cross-connection "'''I'J'''''''' the 
rainwater 

We ask that submit one original and copies of amended materials to 
supplement CZP application to this by no later 14 days the date 
of this We only need the individual pages/drawings that were 
changed, not complete, new application packages. If the response to this notice 
is not received, IS incomplete or inadequate, information that is 

or 	 additional comments 

you have any questions or require additional information, contact 
P.E. 	of Edwards Protection of the San Antonio "_;,,.~ ..~. 

END 



Project Name: Bulverde Retail Center 
Address: 2925 Bulverde Rd. 
City, State, Zip: Bulverde TX, lZI!R3 

It is the responsibility of the owner to comply with the Inspection, Maintenance and 
Retrofit Plan. 

Safety Criteria for Rainwater Harvesting Tank Entry: 

Per OSHA Standards, the CGS 1203 Westeel Water Storage Tanks specified 
which includes a 24" TECQ approved as well as A WW AlNFPA 22 approved side 
access door eliminates the Confined Space Requirements for personnel providing 
maintenance to the tank after installation completion. When personnel arrive for 
maintenance on one of these tanks, they will climb up an OSHA approved ladder 
and lower an air testing monitor into the 24" side roof inspection hatch for air 
quality testing. Immediately following completion of air quality testing the 
maintenance crew is approved to release the side wall access door and enter the 
tank. By utilizing an open sidewall access door tank while performing 
maintenance eliminates confined space requirements due to adequate 
access/egress and fresh air is flowing through the open upper and side doors. 

Inspection: 

I. 	 Inspect gutter for debris and or leaks. 
2. 	 Inspect Tank for debris, leaks and standing water. 
3. 	 After every rain event inspect tank to insure that rainwater stand for 

twelve hour before discharging. 
4. 	 Inspect irrigation system for leaks. 
5. 	 Inspect Irrigation Heads, Buster Pumps, Pump Start Relay and electrical 

controller to insure they are in proper working order. 
6. 	 Inspect pumps upon operation to insure that they do not operate dry. 
7. 	 Inspect Permeable Concrete (Parking Lot and Sidewalk) for Oil spills and 

or clogging. 
Inspections are to be performed every three months and after ever rain event. 

Maintenance: 

1. 	 Every three months and after every rain event, remove all debris from 
gutters. 

2. 	 Every three months and after every rain event, remove any debris and or 
sediment from rainwater storage tank. Manually discharge rainwater from 
rainwater storage tanks to insure that water does not stand for more than 
seven days. 



3. 	 a concrete followed by immediately 
vacuuming pressure washing water. The water shall be disposed In 

accordance with applicable regulations. 
4. 	 parking lot will be per with vacuum sweeper. The 

sweepings shall be disposed in accordance with applicable regulations. 
5. 	 two years steam vacuum penneable concrete. sweepings and 

steam vacuuming sweepings shall be disposed in accordance with 
applicable regulations. 

6. Vacuum concrete should it become or shows 
evidence of water. The sweepings and steam vacuuming 

shall disposed in with applicable 
7. 	 concrete should any spill occur. 

be disposed in accordance with applicable 

Repair: 

1. 	 Repair leaking irrigation pipe, irrigation heads and 
2. 	 Pumps, Pump Start Relay or Controller. 

I. 	 concrete and or durable aggregate should 
spill occur or ifpenneable concrete should if 
Vacuuming not remove hydrocarbon or unclog concrete. 

Responsible 

Signature: 







..____--' TBPE Firm # r-13692 

.I.orres P.ngineering, P. C. 

Xavier A. Torres, P.E 

xto rres@torresengineering.netr RECEIVED 
I 

February 3, 20 15 ) FEB 1 7 2015 

Mr. Michael Isley, P.E. 
Edwards Aquifer Protection Pro~NTY ENGINEER 
TCEQ - San Antonio Region 
14250 Judson Rd 
San Antonio, TX 78233 

Mr. Isley, 

Thank you for you response to our Water Pollution Plan Submittal. The comments have 

been reviewed and are addressed as follows: 

1 . . Inspection after every raIn event has been incorporated~ Attachedls·the IMAA 


and section from SW3P 


2. 	 Detail of concrete washout has been revised to indicate la-mill Liner. Attached is 


the SWPP detail sheet and SW3P Exhibit. 


3. 	 The F factor has been removed. TSS removal has been revised. Rainwater 


harvesting has been considered for over treatment to treat un-captured runoff from 


driveway entrances. It has been determined that the over treatment does allow for 

driveway entrances. Attached is "Attachment E, Attachment M" and hand 

calculation sheet. 


4. 	 See LandscapelIrrigation responses and attachments. Additionally, water storage 


tank foundation design has been incorporated. See attached TCEQ Site Plan sheet 


lA of 1 and Site Plan sheet. 


5. See Landscape/Irrigation responses and attachments. 

6. 	 See Landscape/Irrigation responses and attachments. Additionally in response, 

the grading will be as to remove soil from the site. There is not a need for 

bringing soil on site. Further, the grading is as such that there is not a need for 

filling any areas of the site. However there irrigation plan does call for 12" of top 

soil to be required at all irrigated areas. 


7. 	 See Landscape/Irrigation responses and attachments. 
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8. 	 The required design elements for 1.64" surface treatment depth has been analyzed 

and it has been detennined that the curbs are configured in such a maIU1er as to 

provide the required volume. The parking lot surface area is 32938 ft1\2. The 

volume of rainwater to be treated at 1.64" is 4501.53 ft1\3. The provided volume 

is 4796.76 ft1\3. See attached hand calculations for analysis. 

9. 	 See Landscape/Irrigation responses and attachments. 

10. IMRR has been revised accordingly. See attached IMRR. 

11 . IMRR has been revised accordingly. See attached IMRR. 

12. FEMA Panel Number has been added. See Attached TCEQ-I0257 page 5 of9. 

13. Runoff coefficients have been revised accordingly. See SW3P runoff coefficient 

sheet and WP AP Attachment E. 

Once again thank you for all your time and effort in this matter and please feel free to 

contact me should you have any additional concerns. 


Sincerely 	 -""'\--G OF., \ 
-~~~.•.•.•..!=-t..\\

Torres Engineering, , 	 . .;~""'* .....~ ..,.... ---.',
'.:. 	 :.'I/ ...:...........................", 

I XAVIERA. TORRES~(.................................,

r. • 	 • ,~TI9/Y1..VL 
, 	 . 

't~... 93953 /$~
Xavier Torres, P.E. ',0",... J __d"l •••~f.t;~ 
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ACACIAALDC 

(Architectural Landscape Design Consulting) 
Douglas E. Smith, Owner and Retired USAF landscape Architect 

2503 Cedar Glen - - 
San Antonio, Texas 78232 

210-863-7744 
acaciadesiqn96@vahoo.com 

8y-== 
Mr. Michael Isley, P.E. 
San Antonio Regional Office-Edwards Program 

Dear Mr. Isley, January 29, 2015 

My name is Doug Smith and I coordinated the Landscape and Irrigation plans for the Bulverde 
Hills Project. I received your comments from Xavier Torres, P.E. of Torres Engineering. He asked 
me to address and assist with items 4, 5,6, 7, and 9 for clarification and remediation. 

Page 4: L 1.2 now correctly shows the placement of two 7,750 gallon storage tanks on a slab. 
Tank details included part number, debris diverter and first-flush diverter, overflow, gravity drain 
assembly with detail , foundation specifications, and pump specifications are noted. The foundation 
is 27' long and 14' wide. Gutter components, screening, and routing are noted. There is a ball 
assembly placed on the tank side of the pump to accomplish gravity draining of the tank. The 
tanks will be installed with an Overflow pipe to remove excess water when it reaches an 
established height in the tanks. The need to physically monitor and observe this excess discharge 
is addressed in the IMRR. Also noted in the IMRR is the requirement to ensure the pump is never 
operated 'dry' as it will cause pump burn-out/failure. Non-potable water signage is addressed in a 
note on L 1.2 and will be noted in the IMRR. 

Page 5: The spray pattern of all main irrigation, septic, and Section 9-the Water Storage Tank 
System heads is now shown on L 1.2. The Water Storage Tank water is only used for Section 9 
which is four rotors placed in the large native/wildscape area, per plan. The water in the storage 
tanks will used every time Section 9 operates, of course, but the requirement to empty the storage 
tanks of unused water every seven days is noted in the IMRR and will be accomplished either 
through the gravity drain assembly or via irrigation through Section 9. Additionally, the 
requirement to hold collected rain water for twelve hours prior to use as irrigation through Section 
9 is addressed and noted in the IMRR. 

Page 6: There is a note on L 1.1 as well as L 1.2 to ensure landscape and main irrigation system 
areas receive at least 12" of soil after landscape and irrigation installation. This will also be noted 
in the IMRR. The area rece iving Water Storage Tank System irrigation per Section 9 is native 
wildscape and receives no special soil treatment and is left undisturbed except for raking and 
leveling of trenching run disturbed areas. 

Page 7: The area between the septic system heads and the Section 9 Water Storage Tank 
System irrigation heads is addressed in a note on L 1.2. The final actual placement of the heads 
for the septic and Section 9 heads must ensure there is no overlap of spray. The placement of all 
these heads per plan accomplishes this buffer; however, positive and correct head placement is 
critical and must have attention paid to this issue by a supervisor of the irrigation installation 
company. 

1 
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Page 9: Re: storage tank emptying procedures is addressed in Page 5 above and also noted in 
the IMRR. Tank settled debris and sediment removal will be accomplished by certified/trained 
personnel through each tank's access hatch allowing for physical entry to manually clean the 
bottom of the tanks. This cleaning can be accomplished with shovels and a bucket/rope/pulley 
arrangement to the outside of the tanks or by physically vacuuming the sediment. 

Hopefully, this report and incorporation as noted in the IMRR and stated/shown on L-1.2 will satisfy 
the application requirements sent to Xavier Torres of Torres Engineering. Please feel free to 
contact me to discuss or clarify. I am, 

Most Sincerely Yours, 

Owner 
Acacia ALOe 
Texas Licensed Irrigator #6018 

2 



A TT ACHlVIENT E 
(Volume and Character of Stormwater) 

The storm water runoff generated from this site will consist of runoff from paved areas, 

roof tops, curbs, sidewalks and undisturbed land. The runoff will contain hydrocarbons, 

fertilizers/pesticides, suspended solids, and fluids from vehicles. The site is currently 

undeveloped. Therefore the predevelopment coefficient of runoff is C=52. Since the 

sidewalks and parking lots will be constructed of permeable concrete and the runoff ~ElVED 

the roof tops will be harvested, the post development coefficient will be C=48. 


FEB 17 2015
The Total Suspended Solids (TSS) will be mediated by Permeable Concrete and 
Rainwater harvesting from roof tops. The required volume of rainwater due to .b.~vesti~g 
is calculated by mUltiplying the surface area of the rooftops times 1.5 inches. 1'nM~IsY ENGINEER 
a volume of 1,912.5 ft!'3 or 14,305.5 gals. 



ATTACHMENTM 
(Construction Plans and Design Calculations) 

Penneable Concrete = 0.7798 Acres (Parking Lot and Sidewalk) 
Curb 0.0184 Acres 
RoofTop 15,300 S.F. 

Average Annual Precipitation = 33 Inches 

Rainwater Harvesting Volume: 

V = 15300*1.5112 = 1,912.5 Ft"3 = ± 14,306.0 Gal. 

Use a 15,000 gal Tank with pumps discharging at 16 gpm 

Time to discharge Tank = (15000116)/(60*24) = 0.65 days 



substance(s) being stored. The proposed containment structure will be constructed of 

28. 	 ATTACHMENT H - AST Containment Structure Drawings. A scaled drawing of the 
containment structure is found at the end of this form that shows the following: 

Interior dimensions (length, width, depth and wall and floor thickness). 
Internal drainage to a point convenient for the collection of any spillage. 
Tanks clearly labeled 
Piping clearly labeled 
Dispenser clearly labeled 

29. 	 Any spills must be directed to a point convenient for collection and recovery. Spills from 
storage tank facilities must be removed from the controlled drainage area for disposal within 
24 hours of the spill. 

In the event of a spill, any spillage will be removed from the containment structure 
within 24 hours of the spill and disposed of properly. 
In the event of a spill, any spillage will be drained from the containment structure 
through a drain and valve within 24 hours of the spill and disposed of properly. The 
drain and valve system are shown in detail on the scaled drawing. 

SITE PLAN 

Items 30 through 41 must be included on the Site Plan. 

30. 	 The Site Plan must have a minimum scale of 1" =400'. 
Site Plan Scale: 1" = 20 '. 

31. 	 1OO-year floodplain boundaries 

Some part(s) of the project site is located within the 1 OO-year floodplain. The floodplain 
is shown and labeled. 

X No part of the project site is located within the 1 OO-year floodplain. 

The 100-year floodplain boundaries are based on the following specific (including date of 
material) sources(s): 

Firm # 4854630380F Dated Sept. 2, 2009 

32. 	 l The layout of the development is shown with existing and finished contours at 
appropriate, but not greater than ten-foot contour intervals. Lots, recreation centers, 
buildings, roads, etc. are shown on the site plan. 
The layout of the development is shown with existing contours at appropriate, but not 
greater than ten-foot contour intervals. Finished topographic contours will not differ 
from the existing topographic configuration and are not shown. Lots, recreation 
centers, buildings, roads, etc. are shown on the site plan. 

33. n/a 	 A drainage plan showing all paths of drainage from the site to surface streams. 

34. X 	 The drainage patterns and approximate slopes anticipated after major grading 

TCEQ-10257 (Rev 10-01-10) Page 5 of 9 



Project Name: Bulverde Retail Center 
Address: 2925 Bulverde Rd. 
City, State, Zip: Bulverde TX, 

It is the responsibility of the owner to comply with the Inspection, Maintenance and 
Retrofit Plan. 

Inspection: 

1. 	 Inspect gutter for debris and or leaks. 
2. 	 Inspect Tank for debris, leaks and standing water. 
3. 	 After every rain event inspect tank to insure that rainwater stand for 

twelve hour before discharging. 
4. 	 Inspect irrigation system for leaks. 
5. 	 Inspect Irrigation Heads, Buster Pumps, Pump Start Relay and electrical 

controller to insure they are in proper working order. 
6. 	 Inspect pumps upon operation to insure that they do not operate dry. 
7. 	 Inspect Permeable Concrete (Parking Lot and Sidewalk) for Oil spills and 

or clogging. 
Inspections are to be performed every three months and after ever rain event. 

Maintenance: 

1. 	 Every three months and after every rain event, remove all debris from 
gutters. 

2. 	 Every three months and after every rain event, remove any debris and or 
sediment from rainwater storage tank. Manually discharge rainwater from 
rainwater storage tanks to insure that water does not stand for more than 
seven days. 

3. 	 Once a year, pressure-wash permeable concrete followed by immediately 
vacuuming pressure washing water. 

4. 	 The parking lot will be swept twice per year with vacuum sweeper. 
5. 	 Every two years steam vacuum permeable concrete. 
6. 	 Steam Vacuum permeable concrete should it become clogged or shows 

evidence of standing water. 
7. 	 Steam Vacuum permeable concrete should any hydrocarbon spill occur. 

Repair: 

1. Repair leaking gutters, irrigation pipe, irrigation heads and tank. 
2. Repair Buster Pumps, Pump Start Relay and or Electrical Controller. 



Retrofit: 

1. 	 Replace permeable concrete and or durable aggregate should hydrocarbon 
spill occur or if permeable concrete should become clogged if Steam 
Vacuuming does not remove hydrocarbon or unclog permeable concrete. 

Responsible Party: Bulverde Retail Center 
Address: 2925 Bulverde Rd., Bulverde TX., 78163 
Signature: 
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Bulverde Retail Center 


1.978 

DISRUPTION 
(%OFTOTAL 

±) AREA 

1.566 

ESTIMATED ESTIMATED 

3/2/15 7/2/15 

D. 	 RUNOFF COEFFICIENT 

Estimated runoff for the site, illustrating the change the 

anticipated storm water runoff as a result the on subject 

property, are as follows: 

AREA 

PLANS 

Site plans reflecting topography of the project are included in the 

project construction plans 

RECEIVING WATERS 

This project will discharge storm water into Bulverde Rd located the 

northwest comer the intersection between Bulverde Rd and Saddle 

Rd. 

ENDANGERED SPECIES 

are no known listed or or critical 

habitat known to on or in proximity to development 



Bulverde Retail Center 


MAINTENANCE 


Structural units Structural controls shall be 

to 

u"",,,,.,, ..... as stipulated in this plan. 

performance 

shall be maintained as intended. When a structure 

deteriorates to a is less than intended, the 

to full fW1ction as specified. structure shall 

paid to the sedimentation areas behind silt 

accumulated to six inches or more behind 

a berm or 

it will be removed and the berms and silt 

construction debris, tree trimming, trash, 

original specifications. Contaminated 

areas (vehicle maintenance, concrete 

wash out of off-site in accordance with 

• Exhibit 10 

plan and 

inspections. 

various major components of this pollution 

the responsible for its function, 

plan Implementation Checklist is included as II. 

INSPECTIONS 

person(s) shall inspect Pollution Control Measures once 

An inspection report that summarized the scope 

qualifications personnel conducting the inspection, 

a week events. 

and actions taken as a result of the 

as of Storm Water NPDES data for a period 

of the inspection. A copy of the Inspection 

Water Pollution Plan. 

a shall observe: (1) significant disturbed areas 

evidence (2) areas for evidence of "u,x"\,"l','-' from 



Bulverde Retail Center 


CONCRETE WASHOUT (Exhibit 

A 
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BERM, CR HAY BALES 

A 

12' 

PLAN 

SECTION A-A 

Notes: 

(1) 	 The above minimum dimensions. The can be 

In on frequency use. 

(2) 	 If hay shall with two 

rebars driven ground for enough to reasonable 

stability. 

(3) 	 Washout Pit shall located in an area easily ...",,",,",,,,, to construction 

traffic 

(4) 	 Washout shall not In an are to from storm 

water runoff. 

AV""' ... ' ........ 


(5) Pit shall not be over or immediate of a feature of 

groundwater recharge. 

(6) 	 Washout pit shall constructed with a lO-mill underlying liner. 
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February 26, 2015 RECETVED7
11l\S ff.\3 ?7 ~~ q: 0

Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program 

COUNTY ENGINEER Attn.: Mr. Neal Denton 
14250 Judson Road 
San Antonio, Texas 78233 

V&A No. 2540-001 

RE: 	 Brookshire Brothers at Canyon Lake, NW Corner of Canyon Park Road and FM 306, Canyon Lake, Texas 
Investigation No. 1217087, Regulated Entity No. RN107915225, AdditionallD No. 13-14122302 
Response to Comments dated February 13, 2014 

Dear Mr. Denton: 

This letter is to provide an item-by-item response to Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) 
comments for the above referenced project. 

1. 	 The Contributing Zone Plan (CZP) and the plan sheets indicate the site is 6.04 acres. A deed confirming 
this is attached to this letter. 

2. 	 Attachment K of the CZP has been updated to indicate that the sand filter basin will convey water to 
Canyon Lake and ultimately to the Guadalupe River. 

3. 	 The Inspection, Maintenance, Repair, and Retrofit Plan has been signed by the owner. 

4. 	 Per item #51 of the CZP Application Form, a discussion of record keeping procedures has been added 
to the Inspection, Maintenance, Repair, and Retrofit Plan. 

5. 	 Per TCEQ Regulatory Guidance 348 (RG-348) the Inspection, Maintenance, Repair, and Retrofit Plan 
has been updated to include instructions for the underdrain piping network in sand filter systems. 

6. 	 The Inspection, Maintenance, Repair, and Retrofit Plan has been updated to state that procedures 
may not be altered without approval by the TCEQ. 

7. 	 The notes indicating that encountered geologic features must be reported to the TCEQ have been 
removed from the construction notes on sheet CO.02. 

8. 	 The Site Plan on sheet C1.03 of the plan set has been updated to satisfy the requirements of 30 TAC 
§213.24{1}(B) regarding the 100-year floodplain boundary, the approximate slopes anticipated after 
major grading activities, the areas of soil disturbance and areas that will not be disturbed, and the 
locations where stabilization practices are expected to occur. 

9. 	 The storm water pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) has been revised to include only controls 
identified in the site plan . 

10. The Proposed Drainage Plan shown on sheet C1.07 has been updated to include the pre-construction 
runoff coefficients. 

11. The SWPPP has been updated to include a discussion of the actual measures thi3t will be used when a 
hydrocarbon or hazardous substance spill occurs. 

Te)(iS Soard of Profess ional Engineers Reslstration "F-159 

Cl 2015 Vlckrev " Assodales, Inc. 

1717 West 6th Street, Suite 260· Austin, Texas 78703 • Phone 512-494-8014· Fax 512-494-8054 
12940 Country Parkway· San Antonio, Texas 78216· Phone· 2JO-349-3271 • Fax 210-349-2561 



February 26, 2015 
Mr. Denton 

12. 	The Erosion and Sedimentation (E&S) Control Plan on sheet C1.08 has been updated to include the 
location of the concrete washout container with a detail showing its design. 

13. 	The reference in the sequence of construction activities in the CZP to the use of a sand filter basin as a 
sediment control measuring during construction activities has been removed . 

14. Maintenance and review gUidelines for the rock berms and flow spreaders have been added to the 
CZP. 

15. The Drainage Plan on sheet C1.07 and the Site Plan on sheet C1.03 have been revised to show the 
correct configuration of Drainage areas A and L. 

16. Item 	# 6 of the TSS Removal Calculations in the CZP has been updated to include the off-site 
contributing area . 

17. Item # 12 of the CZP Application Form has been revised to show the actual proposed impervious cover 

18. The calculations in item # 2 and item # 4 of the TSS Removal Calculations in the CZP have been revised 
to indicate the actual proposed impervious cover within the drainage basin for the BMP. 

19. The TSS Removal Calculations in the CZP have been updated to include the uncaptured impervious 
area. 

20. The uncaptured impervious cover calculations have been updated. 

21. 	The inflow structure to the sedimentation chamber shown on sheet C1.09 has been revised to show a 
flow-splitting device capable of isolating the capture volume and bypassing the 25-year peak flow 
around the sand filter system. 

22. 	The sedimentation basin inlet has been revised on sheet C1.09 to include energy dissipation. 

23. 	Sheets C1.09 and C1.lO of the plans have been updated to include a note instructing all pond 
bottoms, side slopes, and earthen embankments to be compacted to 95% maximum density. 

24. 	Sheet C1.09 has been updated to include permanent maintenance equipment access ramps . 

25. 	The note on sheet C1.lO has been revised to indicate that the gablon rock should be 5 to 8 inches in 
diameter. 

26. 	Sheet C1.09 has been updated to show the installation of a valve so that the discharge from the BMP 
can be stopped in case runoff from a spill of hazardous material enters the sand filter. 

27. 	The pond plan on sheet C1.09 has been updated to include the designed water quality volume and to 
show the depth of the water quality volume in the basin. 

28. 	The wet well has been moved to outside of the basin as shown on sheet C1.09. 

29. 	The alarm system has been added to the pump notes and details on sheet CLIO. 

30. 	The sediment depth marker detail on sheet C1.09 has been upgraded to show the depth at gabion to 
equal 3.75'. 3.75' x 20% = 0.75' or9". 

31. 	The sand bed profile information on sheet C1.lO has been revised to show a sand media thickness of 
18-inches. 

32. The wet well detail on sheet CLIO has been revised to show a discharge pipe and an inlet invert 
elevation lower than the pipe draining to it. 

33. Sheets 0.09 and C1.lO of the plans have been revised to show the location and detail of a valve to 
restrict the flow from the sand filter system . 

Page 2 



February 26, 2015 

Mr. Denton 


34. The detail for the sand filter system on sheet 0.09 has been revised to show the outlet of the wet 
well to the east. 

If there are any questions concerning this site plan update, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

VICKREY & ASSOCIATES, INC. 
Texas Board of Professional Engineers Registration #F-159 

<9-- e~~,,~-
James C. Massaro, PE 

Senior Project Manager 


JM/agt 

Attachment 

Warranty Deed, Official Public Records, Comal County document # 201306048908 dated 11/27/2013 
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201306048908 11/27/2013 09 : 18 :23 A~ 1/4 

WARRANTY DEED 

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY RIGHTS: IF YOU ARE A NATURAL PERSON, 
YOU MAY REMOVE OR STRIKE ANY OR ALL OF THE FOLLOWING 
INFORMATION FROM ANY INSTRUMENT THAT TRANSFERS AN INTEREST IN 
REAL PROPERTY BEFORE IT IS FILED FOR RECORD IN THE PUBLIC RECORDS: 
YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER OR YOUR DRIVER'S LICENSE NUMBER. 

Date: 	 November 21, 2013 

Grantors: KENNETH E. HALM and wife, PA TRlCIA KAY HALM 

Grantors' Mailing Address: 2800 Mail Route Rd., Fischer, Texas 78623 

Grantee: BROOKSHIRE BROTHERS, INC., a Texas corporation 

Grantee's Mailing Address: 1201 Ellen Trout Drive, Lufkin, Texas 75904 

Consideration: 	 Ten and noll 00 ($10.00) dollars and other good and valuable consideration, the 
receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged. 

Property (including any improvements): 
Certain real property located in the Jolm Cocke Survey No. 34, Abstract No. 104, Comal 
County, Texas, said property being more particularly described on Exhibit A attached 
hereto and incorporated herein by reference for all purposes. 

Reservations from Conveyance: None. 

Grantors hereby grant, sell, and convey to Grantee the Property, together with all and 
singular the rights and appurtenances thereto in any way belonging, to have and to hold it to 
Grantee and Grantee's successors, and assigns forever. Grantors bind Grantors and Grantors' 
heirs and successors to warrant and forever defend all and singular the Property to Grantee 
and Grantee's successors and assigns against every person whomsoever lawfully claiming 
or to claim the same or any part thereof. 

When the context requires, singular nouns and pronouns include the plural. 

a:HE.~ ~ 

1,4) =s: <' 

PATRICIA KA LM ~ 



STAIE OF TEXAS 

COUNTY OF COMAL 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me on 
KENNETH E. HALM. 

Print Name: 
--------~---------------

Notary Public in and for State of Texas 

4 ••••••• 
STATE OF TEXAS 4 ...-;.~~;.r.~.;... VELDA J. BROWN 

:~l ~\n: NOTARY PUBLIC 
~ ~,~.~ t,: STATIi OF TIiiXAS ."),. . .,.

COUNTY OF COMAL ···'!fio;"«.'!: My Comm. Elp. 04·14·2016.• .... 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me on November 21, 2013, by the said 
PATRlClA KAY HALM. 

Print~ 
Notary Public in and for State of Texas 

AFTER RECORDING RETURN TO: 
Jule Fenley 
Brookshire Brothers, Inc. 
1201 Ellen Trout Drive 
Lufkin, Texas 75904 

............... ..... 

...-;.~~~:t~~;... VELDA J. BROWN 
:i'l~...,.\-(,,: NOTARY PUBL./C 
~.~..~' ...~/ STATE OF TEXAS 

· ·1i.Ci-.~·· My Comm. Exp. 04·1"'~016 



PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 

DESCRIPTION OF A 6.04 ACRE TRACT OR PARCEL OF LAND IN THE JOHN COCKE 
SURVEY NUMBER 34 ABSTRACT NUMBER 104 AND THE JOHN 0 DANIEL SURVEY NO. 
32 ABSTRACT NO. 447 IN COMAl COUNTY, TEXAS, BEING COMPRISED OF A CAll 
2.9258 ACRE TRACT, OF A CAll 2.340 ACRE TRACT AS DESCRIBED IN A DEED TO 
KENNETH E, HAlM (78.625%) AND PATRICIA KAY HAlM (21.375%) AND RECORDED 
UNDER DOCUMENT NUMBER 9906034462 OF THE OFFICIAL RECORDS OF COMAL 
COUNTY, TEXAS, A REMAINDER PORTION OF A CALL 617.66 ACRE TRACT RECORDED 
IN VOLUME 82 PAGE 518 OF THE DEED RECORDS OF COMAl COUNTY, TEXAS, AND OF 
A 0.20 ACRE TRACT OF LAND DESCRIBED IN A DEED TO KENNETH E. HAlM AND WIFE, 
PATRICIA KAY HAlM AS RECORDED IN VOLUME 201306048174 OF THE OFFICIAL 
PUBLIC RECORDS OF COMAl COUNTY, TEXAS, SAID 6.04 ACRE TRACT BEING MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED BY METES AND BOUNDS AS FOllOWS WITH All 
BEARINGS BEING GRID AND DERIVED FROM GPS OBSERVATIONS NAD 831 NATIONAL 
ADJUSTMENT OF 2011 TEXAS SOUTH CENTRAL ZONE. 

BEGINNING at a 3/4" inch iron pipe found monumentlng the southwest comer of lot 2 of the 
Young Center a subdivision recorded under Document Number 201006037161 of the Map and 
Plat Records of Comal County, Texas, being an Yell" corner of a call 74.423 acre tract as 
described in a deed to Jolene I. Wesch and larry Wesch as recorded under Document Number 
9906034461 of the Official Records of Comal County, Texas, being the northeast corner of the 
said 2.340 acre tract and the northwest corner of the said 2.9258 acre tract: 

THENCE with the south line of said lot 2 of the Young Center common with the north line of the 
said 2.9258 acre tract N62°27'13"E passing at a distance of 252.81 feet to an iron rod with cap 
stamped Baker Surveying found monumenting the southeast corner of said lot 2 and the 
southwest corner of a 22' foot wide right-of-way dedication as shown on the said plat of the 
Young Center Subdivision in all a distance of 274.82 feet to a 1/2" Inch iron pipe found 
monumenting the northeast corner of the said 2.9258 acre tract. of the herein described tract, 
and being In the west right-ot-way line of Farm to Market Road 306 having a call 100 foot wide 
right-of-way, from which a an iron rod with cap stamped Baker Surveying found monumenting 
the southeast comer of the said 22' foot wide right-ot-way dedication bears N47°Q3'OB"E for a 
distance of 0.12 feet; 

THENCE with the said west right-of-way line of Farm to Market Road 306 being common with 
the east line of the said 2.9258 acre tract the following two (2) courses and distances; 

1. S22°34'29"E for a distance of 353.83 feet to a TXDOT Type II concrete monument found 
monumenting the Point of Curvature of a curve to the left, 

2. With the arc of said curve passing at an arc distance of 199.34 feet a 1" inch iron rod found 
monumentlng the southeast corner of the said 2.9258 acre tract and an exterior ell corner of 
said remainder of 617.66 acre tract, continuing with the arc of said curve for a central angle of 
14°01'50" to a PK Nail set In asphalt for the southeast corner of the herein described tract, said 
curve having a radius of 1196.26 feet, an arc length of 292.94 feet. and a long chord bearing 
S 29°39'19" E for a distance of 292.21 feet, 

TIiENCE departing the said west right-of-way line of Farm to Market Road 306 with the south 
line of the herein described tract and the southeast line of said 0.20 acre tract being common 
with the north edge of paving of Canyon Park Road S51 ·07'28"W for a distance of 269.75 feet 



to an iron rod with cap stamped "JACOBS" set monumenting the southerly corner of said 0.20 
acre tract and of the herein described tract; 

THENCE departing the said common line N 38°52'32" W with the southwest line of said 0.20 
acre tract, for a distance of 121.37 feet to a W' inch Iron rod found monumenting most southerly 
corner of the said 2.340 acre tract, the northwest corner of said 0.20 acre tract and the 
northeast corner of a call 2B.684 acre tract as described in a deed to Kenneth E. Halm and 
Patricia Kay Halm as recorded under Document No. 9906034462 of the Official Records of 
Comal County, Texas 

THENCE with the north line of the said 28.684 acre tract being common with the south line of 
the 2.340 acre tract N89°29'27"W for a distance of 231.52 feet to an iron rod with cap stamped 
"JACOBS" set monumenting the southwest corne(of the said 2.340 acre tract, of the herein 
described tract, and the southeast corner of the said 74.423 acre tract; 

THENCE with the west line of the said 2.340 acre tract, of the herein described tract, being 
common with an east line of the said 74.423 acre tract N10000'03''W for a distance of 491.17 
feet to a 1/2" iron rod found monumenting an "ell" corner of the said 74.423 acre tract, the 
northwest corner of the said 2.340 acre tract and of the herein described tract; 

THENCE with a south line of the said 74.423 acre tract being common with the north line of the 
said 2.340 acre tract and of the herein described tract N61°3T44"E for a distance of 89.68 feet 
to the POINT OF BEGINNING of the herein described tract and containing 6.04 acres of land 
more or less. 

I David Paul Carr do hereby certify that the foregoing metes and bounds description was 
prepared from an on the ground survey performed by Jacobs Engineering Group in September 
and November of 2013 under my direction and supervision and it is true and correct to the best 

w~~ 
David Paul ear< ~ ~Z~'241 

Date 
Registered Professional Land Surveyor 
Texas Registration No. 3997 

Fiiad and Recordad 
OffiCial Public Raccrds 
Jov Straatar, County Clark 
Comal County, Taxa. 
11/27/2013 09:18:23 A~ 
TERRI 4 PalaC.1 
201306048908 
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Number of Pages: n 
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PrQlleclillg Tex.. 
by ~uclng and 

Preventing PoIIullon 

Date: 


To: 

Organization: 


Fax: 


To: 

Organization: 


Fax: 


From: 
Division: 

Phone: 

Fax: 

February 13, 2015 

Mr. Richard Parker 
Brookshire Brothers, Inc. 
936-633-4670 

Mr. Andrew W. Dobson, P.E. 
Vickrey & Associates, Inc. 
512-494-8054 


Neal Denton 
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program 

Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 

210-403-4026 


210-545-4329 


Re: 	Edwards Agulfer, Coma. County · 

Name of Project: Brook.hlre Brothers at Canyon Lake; Located. 

northwest corner of the Intersection of Canyon Park Road and F.M. 

306; Canyon Lake, Texas 


. Plan Type: Request for the Approval of a Contributing Zone Plan 
CCZP); 30 Tex•• Administrative Code (TAt) Chapter 213 

Investigation No. 1217087; Regulated Entity No. RN107915l25; 

Additional ID No. 13-1412:2302 


Dear Mr. Dobson: 

We are In the process of technically reviewing the CZP ApplicatIon you 
submitted on the above-referenced project. Before we can proceed with our 
review, the following comments relatIng to the application must be addressed. 

1. 	 The site Is Indicated to be 6.04 acres. AccordIng to Comal County Central 
Appraisal DistrIct (CAD), the four properties on which regulated activities 
are proposed amount to 6.0757 acres. The CAD Property 10 Numbers 
are 74294, 74298, 385078, and 385079. Site Is defined in 30 TAC §213 
as the entire area within the legal boundaries of the property descrIbed 
in the application. Please provide legal documentation showing the site Is 
6.04 acres or revise to Indicate the sIte is 6.08 acres. 

~-------. 

How Is our customer service? www.tceq.texas.gov/customersurvey 

www.tceq.texas.gov/customersurvey
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2. It Is Indicated In Attachment K that the sand filter basin will convey 
water to the San Gabriel River. However, treated water will be conveyed 

I to Canyon Lake and ultimately to ~he Guadalupe River. Please revise this 
I Information. 
i 

3. 	 The Inspection, Maintenance, Repair, and Retrofit Plan is required by 30 
TAC §213.24(6)(C)(Ii) to be signed by the owner. It 15 Important that the 
owner understands the Inspection and maintenance practices must be 
carried out to maintain compliance with 30 TAe §213, so it is ideal that a 
statement Indicating something to that effect Is Included with the 
signature. Please have the Inspectfon, Maintenance, Repair, and Retrofit 
Plan signed by the owner. 

4. 	 It is indicated under #51 of the CZP Application Form that the 
Inspection, Maintenance, Repair, and Retrofit Plan Includes a discussion 
of record keeping procedures. The plan does not include a discussion of 
record keeping procedures such as the record retention time and 
location. Please add these procedures to the plan. 

5. 	 As Indicated in TCEQ Regulatory Guidance 348 (RG-348), the underdraln 
piping network in sand filter systems should be cleaned as needed to 
maintain the designed drawdown time and that grass areas In and 
around the sand filter must be mowed at least twice annually to limit 
vegetation height to 18 inches. Please update the Inspection, 
Maintenance, Repair, and Retrofit Plan accordingly. 

6. 	 It Is Indicated In the Inspection, Maintenance, Repair, and Retrofit Plan 
that the plan Is meant to be a dynamic working guide that is to be 
amended whenever necessary. Since the TCEQ would have to review 
and approve any changes to the Inspection and maintenance plan to 
verify compliance with 30 TAe §213, please , revise to indicate the 
procedures may not be altered without approval by the TCEQ. 

7. 	 The construction notes for water pollution abatement plans are included. 
These notes Include an Indication that encountered geologic features 
must be reported to the TCEQ. To avoid confusion, ple~se remove these 
notes. 

8. 	 It is required by 30 TAC §213.24(1)(B) that the site plan shows the 100
year floodplain boundary, the approximate slopes anticipated after major 
grading activities, the' areas of soli disturbance and areas that will not be 
disturbed, and the locations where stabilization practices are expected to 
occur. Please revise the site plan to satiSfy these requirements. 

9. 	 It is Indicated in the SWppp that a flow spreader, filter dikes, and mulch 
socks will be used, and it is required by 30 TAC §213.24(1}{B)(vi) that 
the site plan shows the locations of major structural and nonstructuraJ 
controls Identified in the application. Please revise accordingly. 
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10. 	 It Is required by 30 TAC §213.24(3) that the application Includes an 
estimate of the runoff coefficient of the site for both the pre-construction 
and post-construction conditions. The proposed drainage plan shows the 
post-construction runoff coeffldents but not the pre-construction runoff 
coefficients. Please provide the pre-construction runoff coefficients. 

11. 	 It Is required by 30 -rAC §213.24(9) that the application Includes a 
description of the measures that will be used to contain any spill of static 
hydrocarbons or hazardous substances. The SWPPP does not Include a 
discussion of the actual measures that will be used when a spill occurs. 
Please revise the SWPPP to meet this requirement. 

12.. 	 It is indicated In the SWPPP that a prefabricated washout container will 
be used. Please show the location of the concrete washout container and 
provide a detail showing its design. 

13. 	 It Is Indicated In the sequence of construction activities that the sand 
filter basin will be used i!lS a sediment control measuring during 
construction activities. It Is required by 30 TAC §213.24(S)(E) that 
temporary sediment pond construction plans and design calculations be 
prepared by or under the direct supervision of a Texas licensed 
professional engineer and that the construction plans and design 
Information be Signed, sealed, and dated by the Texas licensed 
professional engineer. Please provide the temporary sediment pond 
construction plans a nd design calculations that are signed, sealed, and 
dated by the P.E. 

14. 	 Please provide maintenance guidelines for the rock berms, fiow 
spreaders, filter dikes, and mulch socks as required by 30 TAe 
§213.24(S)(C). 

15. 	 DraInage Areas A and L are shown to drain to the basin, but an inlet Is 
not shown at the basin. Please revise to show all impervious cover 
IndIcated to be captured by the basin will be. 

16. 	 The Proposed Drainage Plan shows F.M. 306 will draIn onto the site via 
the northern driveway. Please update #6 of the TSS Removal 
Calculations to include the off-site contributing area. 

17. 	 It Is Indicated under # 12 of the CZP Application Form that 4.85 acres of 
Impervious cover are proposed, and it Is indicated under #1 of the TSS 
Removal Calculations that 4.79 acres of impervious cover are proposed. 
Please review and revise to indicate the actual proposed Impervious 
cove~ 	 . 
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18. It 15 Indicated under #2. of the TSS Removal Calculations that 4.71 acres 
of impervious cover are proposed In the drainage basin for the BMP, and 
It Is indicated under #4 of the TSS Removal Calculations that 4.79 acres 
of Impervious cover are proposed In the drainage basin for the BMP. 
Please review and revise to indicate the actual proposed impervious 
cover within the drainage basin for the BMP. . 

19. Drainage Area M is shown to drain offsite without treatment. Please 
provide TSS removal calculations for the uncaptured impervious area, 
and ensure that the uncaptured quantities are not Included In the 
drainage basin parameters for the BMP In the TSS Removal Calculations 
(#2. and #4). 

20. Please explain If any Impervious cover resulting In an Increased annual 
TSS load will be Installed for the proposed lift station, and If so, Include 
It in the uncaptured Impervious cover calculations. 

21. As indicated In RG-348, the Inflow structure to the sedimentlJtlon 
chamber should Incorporate a flow-splitting device capable of Isolating 
the capture volume and bypassing the 25-year peak flow around the 
sand filter system once the entire water quality volume has been 
captured. Please revise accordingly. 

2.2.. As indicated In RG-348, energy dissipation is required at the 
sedimentation basin inlet so that flows enterfng the basin will be 
distributed uniformJy and at low velocity In order to prevent 
resuspension and encourage conditions necessary for deposition of 
solids. Please revise accordingly. 

2.3. As Indicated In RG-348, all pond bottoms, side slopesJ and earthen 
embankments. should be compacted to 95% maximum density. Please 
revise accordingly. 

24. As Indicated in RG-348, water quality facilities should have a permanent 
maintenance equipment access ramp whose slope should not exceed 
four to one. The minimum width is 12 feet for a ramp Into each basin of 
the facilities if the blJsln area is greater than 5000 ftZ . For smaller 
facilities, the ramp should be at least 6 feet wide. Please revise 
accordingly. Please ensure gates are Included to allow for maintenance 
access. 

2.5. It is indicated the gablon that rock will be 4 to 8 Inches In diameter in 
the notes and 6 to 8 Inches in the detail. As Indicated In RG-348, the 
gablon rock should be 5 to 8 inches In diameter. Please rev ise 
according Iy. 

26. As ind icated In RG-348 J a valve must be installed so that discharge from 
the BMP can be stopped in case runoff from a spill of hazardous material 
enters the sand filter. Please revise accordingly. . 
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27. Please provide the designed water quality volume, and show the depth 
of the water quality volume in the basin. 

28. 	 Wet wells are typically installed outside of the basin. Its location within 
the sand filter system may lead to erosion problems requiring more 
frequent maintenance and may necessitate Significant water/sediment 
removal to access the manhole for maintenance purposes. "Short
circuiting" of the system may occur where the clay liner meets the wet 
well as well. Please explain the reasoning behind placing the wet well 
within the sand filter system, evaluate any potential long-term 
problems, and make any necessary revisions. 

29. 	 As presented, It appears the wet well does not have an alarm system to 
alert the responsible party of Its failure. The following guidance is 
presented In RG-348 for wet well alarms for retention/Irrigation 
systems: an alarm system should be provided consisting of a red light 
located at a height of at least 5 feet above the ground level at the wet 
well. The alarm should activate when: (1) the high water level has been 
maintained In excess of 72 hours, (2) the water level is below the 
shutoff point and the pump has not turned off, or (3) the high/low
pressure pump shut off switch has been activated. The alarm should be 
vandal and weather reSistant. A sign should placed the wet well 
clearly displaying the name and phone number of a responsible party 
that may be contacted if the a larm is activated. Please provide an alarm 
system meeting these speCifications. 

30. 	 The sediment depth marker detail shows 20% of the basin capacity to be 
at 1.10', The depth of the sedrmentatlon chamber is shown at 2.75'. 
20% of that would be 0.55". Please revise the sediment depth marker to 
show that it will indicate when sediment accumulation equals 200/0 of the 
water quality volume. 

31. 	 It is indicated In the sand bed profile information that 12" to 18" of sand 
media will be Installed. As Indicated In RG-348, the sand media should 
be 18" thick. Please revise accordingly. 

32. 	 The wet well detail shows the Inlet Invert at a higher elevation than most 
of the underdraln piping elevations shown on the Site plan. It also does 
not show a discharge pipe. Please revise to show a discharge pipe and 
an Inlet Invert elevation lower than the piping draining to It. 

33. 	 explain if the 24-48 hour drawdown time for sand filter systems 
will be achieved by the. sand media and pipe or if a valve wilt be required 
to restrict the flow. If a valve will be required, please update the plans to 
show Its location and detail. 

34. 	 The plan view of the sand filter basin shows outlet from the wet well 
existing to the east of the well, but the detail shows underdrain piping In 
that location. Please review and revise for conSistency. 
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We ask that you submit one original and three copies of the amended 
materials to supplement the CZP Application to this office by no later than 14 
days from the date of this 'ax to avoid denial of the plan. It the response to 
this notice is not recelved l Is Incomplete or Inadequatel or provides new 
Information that Is Incomplete or Inadequate, a second notice will be sent to 
you reql.:lirlng a response within 14 from the notice date. If the response 
to the second notice Is not received, Is Incomplete or inadequate, or provides 
new Information that is incomplete or inadequate, the application will be 
denied unless you provide written notification that the application is being 
withdrawn. note that the application wll.1 be forfeited If the plan Is 
not withdrawn. If you have any questions or require additional Information, 
UIC,5:!>o~ contact Neal Denton of the Edwards Aquifer Protection Program of the 
San Antonio Regional Office at (210) 403-4026. 
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I 
11.0 CONTRIBUTING ZONE PLAN APPLICATION (TCEQ-I0257) 

I Contributing Zone Plan Application 

I 

for Regulated Activities 


on the Contributing Zone to the Edwards Aquifer 

and Relating to 30 TAC §213.24( 1), Effective June 1, 1999 


I Regulated Entity Name: _----!B~r:...:=o:..:::o.!.!k~sh'_!!i.!...:re~B.!...:ro::..!.t!..!.he~r..:::s~a::..:.t~C::..!.a::.!.n!..Ly..:::o.!..!n...!:L::.!::a:..:..:k~e______________ 
County: Comal Stream Basin: Guadalupe River Basin 

I 
 1. Regulated activities on this site will disturb at least 5 acres. 


I 
Regulated activities on this site will disturb less than 5 acres and are part of a larger 
common plan of development or sale with the potential to disturb cumulatively five or 
more acres. 

2. Customer (Applicant): 

II Contact Person: Richard Parker 
Entity: Brookshire Brothers, Inc. 
Mailing Address: 1201 Ellen Trout Drive

I City, State: __--=L'-"'uC!.!fk~in'-!J,'_T:....:e::..:.x!!::a:..:::s______ Zip: ~7~5:..:::9:..:::0....!.4______ 
Telephone: __....1.(~93~6:..J..)~63~3:::....-4...!.:6~1~9__ FAX: (936) 633-4670 

I AgenURepresentative (If any): 

I 
Contact Person: Andrew W. Dodson, P.E. 

Entity: Vickrey & Associates, Inc. 


I 

Mailing Address: 1717 West 6th Street, Suite 260 

City, State: Austin, Texas Zip: _7.:...,;8::..,;7;.,..:0:....:3'--_____ 

Telephone: (512) 494-8014 FAX: ......(-=..5..:.,::12::.L)...:,4.:;....94.:.....-8=-:0:...,:5;",,:,.4__ 


I 
3. This project is inside the city limits of ________________ 

This project is outside the city limits but inside the ETJ (extra-territorial jurisdiction) of 

This project is not located within any city's limits or ETJ. 

I 4. The location of the project site is described below. Sufficient detail and clarity has been provided 
so that the TCEQ's Regional staff can easily locate the project and site boundaries for a field 
investigation. 

I This project is located on the northwest corner of Canyon Park Road at its intersection with 
F.M. 306. The site is 6 miles north / northwest of the town of Sattler, Texas. 

I 5. ATTACHMENT A - Road Map. A road map showing directions to and the location of 

the project site is found as at the end of this form. 


I 

I 6. ATTACHMENT B - USGS Quadrangle Map. A copy of the USGS Quadrangle Map 


(Scale: 1" =2000') is found at the end of this form. The map(s) clearly shows: 

./' Project site boundaries. 

./' USGS Quadrangle Name(s). 
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7. 	 ./ ATTACHMENT C - Project Narrative. A detailed narrative description of the proposed 
project is found at the end of this form . 

8. 	 Existing project site conditions are noted below: 
./ 	 Existing commercial site 

Existing industrial site 
Existing residential site 
Existing paved and/or unpaved roads 
Undeveloped (Cleared) 
Undeveloped (Undisturbed/Uncleared) 
Other: ______________ 

PROJECT INFORMATION 

9. 	 The type of project is: 
Residential: # of Lots: 
Residential: .# of living Unit Equivalents: 

./ 	 Commercial 

Industrial 

Other: ________________ 


10. Total project area (size of site): 
Total disturbed area: 

11. Projected population: 

6.04 Acres 
-----=~----

_____	5:::,;.:,.=8;5____ Acres 

20 

12. The amount and type of impervious cover expected after construction is complete is shown 
below: 

Impervious Cover of Proposed Project Sq.Ft. Sq. Ft.lAcre Acres 

Structures/Rooftops 45,275 + 43,560 = 1.04 

Parking 42,758 + 43,560 = 0.98 

Other paved surfaces 123,233 + 43,560 = 2.83 

Total Impervious Cover 211 ,266 + 43,560 = 4.85 

Total Impervious Cover + Total Acreage x 100 = 82.95 % 

I 13. ATTACHMENT D - Factors Affecting Surface Water Quality. A description of factors 
that could affect surface water quality is found as at the end of this form. If applicable, 

. this should include the location and description of any discharge associated with

I industrial activity other than construction. 

14. Only inert materials as defined by 30 T AC 330.2 will be used as fill material. 

I 

I 

I 	 TCEQ-10257 (Rev. 10-01-10) 
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I FOR ROAD PROJECTS ONLY 

Complete questions 15-20 if this application is exclusively for a road project. 


I 

I 15. Type of project: 


TXDOT road project. 

County road or roads built to county specifications. 

City thoroughfare or roads to be dedicated to a municipality. 
Street or road providing access to private driveways. 

I 16. Type of pavement or road surface to be used: 

I 
Concrete 
Asphaltic concrete pavement 
Other: ______________ 

17. Length of Right of Way (RO.W.): ___ feet. 


I Width of RO.W.: ___ feet. 

L x W = FF ..,. 43,560 Ft2/Acre = ___ acres. 


I 
 18. Length of pavement area: feet. 

Width of pavement area: feet. 
Lx W = FF..,. 43,560 FF/Acre = acres. 

I Pavement area acres"" RO.W. area ___ acres x 100 = __% impervious cover. 

I 
19. A rest stop will be included in this project. 


A rest stop will not be included in this project. 


I 
20. Maintenance and repair of existing roadways that do not require approval from the 

TCEO Executive Director. Modifications to existing roadways such as widening 
roads/adding shoulders totaling more than one-half (1/2) the width of one (1) existing 
lane require prior approval from the TCEO. 

I STORMWATER TO BE GENERATED BY THE PROPOSED PROJECT 

I 
21 . ATTACHMENT E - Volume and Character of Stormwater. A description of the 

volume and character (quality) of the stormwater runoff which is expected to occur from 

I 
the proposed project is found at the end of this form. The estimates of stormwater runoff 
quality and quantity are based on area and type of impervious cover. The runoff 
coefficient of the site for both pre-construction and post-construction conditions is 
included . 

I WASTEWATER TO BE GENERATED BY THE PROPOSED PROJECT 

22. Wastewater will be disposed of by: 

I On-Site Sewage Facility (OSSF/Septic Tank): 
ATTACHMENT F - Suitability Letter from Authorized Agent. An on-site sewage 
facility will be used to treat and dispose of the wastewater from this site. The

I appropriate licensing authority's written approval is provided at the end of this form. It 

I 
states that the land is suitable for the use of private sewage facilities and will meet or 
exceed the requirements for on-site sewage facilities as specified under 30 TAC Chapter 
285 relating to On-site Sewage Facilities, or it identifies those areas that are not suitable 
for the use of private sewage facilities. The system will be designed by a licensed 
professional engineer or a registered sanitarian and installed by a licensed installer in 

I TCEQ-10257 (Rev. 10-01-10) 
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I compliance with 30 T AC §285. 

I Sewage Collection System (Sewer Lines): 
Wastewater is to be disposed of by conveyance to the (name) treatment plant for 
treatment and disposal. The treatment facility is: Canyon Park Estates Wastewater 
Treatment Plant . I ./ 	 existing. 

proposed. 

I 	 Wastewater is to be discharged in the contributing zone. Requirements under 30 T AC 
§213.6(c) relating to Wastewater Treatment and Disposal Systems have been satisfied. 

I FOR PERMANENT ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANKS (ASTs) ~ 500 GALLONS 
Complete questions 23-29 if this project includes the installation of AST(s) with volume(s) 
greater than or equal to 500 gallons. 

I 23. Tanks and substance stored: 

I AST Number Size (Gallons) Substance to be Stored Tank Material 

I 	 1 

2 

I 	 3 

4 

I 	 5 

Total 	 x 1.5 = gallons 

I 
I 24. The AST will be placed within a containment structure that is sized to capture one and 

one-half (1 1/2) times the storage capacity of the system. For facilities with more than 
one tank system, the containment structure is sized to capture one and one-half (1 1/2) 
times the cumulative storage capacity of all systems. 

I 
ATTACHMENT G - Alternative Secondary Containment Methods. Alternative 
methods for providing secondary containment are proposed. Specifications showing 
equivalent protection for the Edwards Aquifer are found at the end of this form . 

25. Inside dimensions and capacity of containment structure(s): 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Length (L) 
(Ft.) 

Width (W) 
(Ft.) 

Height (H) 
(Ft.) 

L x W x H = Gallons 
(Ft3) 

I 

Total 

TCEQ-10257 (Rev. 10-01-10) I 
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I 26. 

I 

I 27. 

I 
I 

28. 

I 

I 


29. 

I 

I 

I 


All piping , hoses, and dispensers will be located inside the containment structure. 
Some of the piping to dispensers or equipment will extend outside the containment 
structure. 
The piping will be aboveground 
The piping will be underground 

The containment area must be constructed of and in a material impervious to the 
substance(s) being stored. The proposed containment structure will be constructed of 

ATTACHMENT H - AST Containment Structure Drawings. A scaled drawing of the 
containment structure is found at the end of this form that shows the following: 

Interior dimensions (length, width, depth and wall and floor thickness). 

Internal drainage to a point convenient for the collection of any spillage. 

Tanks clearly labeled 

Piping clearly labeled 

Dispenser clearly labeled 


Any spills must be directed to a point convenient for collection and recovery. Spills from storage 
tank facilities must be removed from the controlled drainage area for disposal within 24 hours of 
the spill. 

In the event of a spill, any spillage will be removed from the containment structure within 
24 hours of the spill and disposed of properly. 
In the event of a spill, any spillage will be drained from the containment structure through 
a drain and valve within 24 hours of the spill and disposed of properly. The drain and 
valve system are shown in detail on the scaled drawing. 

SITE PLAN 

I Items 30 through 41 must be included on the Site Plan. 

I 30. The Site Plan must have a minimum scale of 1" =400'. 
Site Plan Scale: 1" = 40 

I 31 . 1OO-year floodplain boundaries 

I 
..; Some part( s) of the project site is located within the 100-year floodplain . The floodplain 

is shown and labeled. 
No part of the project site is located within the 1 ~O-year floodplain . 

The 100-year floodplain boundaries are based on the following specific (including date of 

I material) sources(s): 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) FIRM Map No. 48091 C0115F effective 
9/2/2009 

I 
I 32. ..; The layout of the development is shown with existing and finished contours at 

appropriate, but not greater than ten-foot contour intervals. Lots, recreation centers, 
buildings, roads, etc. are shown on the site plan. 
The layout of the development is shown with existing contours at appropriate, but not 
greater than ten-foot contour intervals. Finished topographic contours will not differ from 

I TCEQ-10257 (Rev. 10-01-10) 
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I the existing topographic configuration and are not shown. Lots, recreation centers, 
buildings, roads, etc. are shown on the site plan . 

I 33. ./ A drainage plan showing all paths of drainage from the site to surface streams . 


I 
 34. ./ The drainage patterns and approximate slopes anticipated after major grading activities . 


35. ./ Areas of soil disturbance and areas which will not be disturbed. 

I 36. ./ Locations of major structural and nonstructural controls. These are the temporary and 
permanent best management practices. 

I 37. ./ Locations where soil stabilization practices are expected to occur. 

38. ./ Surface waters (including wetlands). 

I 39. ./ Locations where stormwater discharges to surface water. 

There will be no discharges to surface water. 


I 40. Temporary aboveground storage tank facilities . 

./ Temporary aboveground storage tank facilities will not be located on this site . 


I 41. Permanent aboveground storage tank facilities. 

./ Permanent aboveground storage tank facilities will not be located on this site. 


I Permanent best management practices (BMPs) and measures that will be used during and after 
construction is completed. 

I 42. Permanent BMPs and measures must be implemented to control the discharge of 
pollution from regulated activities after the completion of construction. 

I 43. ./ These practices and measures have been designed, and will be constructed, operated, 

I 
and maintained to insure that 80% of the incremental increase in the annual mass 
loading of total suspended solids (TSS) from the site caused by the regulated activity is 
removed. These quantities have been calculated in accordance with technical guidance 
prepared or accepted by the executive director . 

I 
I ./ The TCEO Technical Guidance Manual (TGM) was used to design permanent 

BMPs and measures for this site. 
A technical guidance other than the TCEO TGM was used to design permanent 
BMPs and measures for this site. The complete citation for the technical 
guidance that was used is provided below. 

I 44. ./ Owners must insure that permanent BMPs and measures are constructed and function 
as designed. A Texas Licensed Professional Engineer must certify in writing that the 

I permanent BMPs or measures were constructed as designed. The certification letter 
must be submitted to the appropriate regional office within 30 days of site completion. 

I 45. ./ Where a site is used for low density single-family residential development and has 20 % 
or less impervious cover, other permanent BMPs are not required . This exemption from 
permanent BMPs must be recorded in the county deed records, with a notice that if the 

I TCEQ-10257 (Rev. 10-01-10) 
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I 
I 

percent impervious cover increases above 20% or land use changes, the exemption for 
the whole site as described in the property boundaries required by 30 TAC §213.4(g) 
(relating to Application Processing and Approval), may no longer apply and the property 
owner must notify the appropriate regional office of these changes. 

I This site will be used for low density single-family residential development and 
has 20% or less impervious cover. 
This site will be used for low density single-family residential development but 

I 
 has more than 20% impervious cover. 

./ This site will not be used for low density single-family residential development. 

46. ./ The executive director may waive the requirement for other permanent BMPs for multi

I family residential developments, schools, or small business sites where 20% or less 
impervious cover is used at the site. This exemption from permanent BMPs must be 
recorded in the county deed records, with a notice that if the percent impervious cover 

I increases above 20% or land use changes, the exemption for the whole site as 

I 
described in the property boundaries required by 30 TAC §213.4(g) (relating to 
Application Processing and Approval), may no longer apply and the property owner must 
notify the appropriate regional office of these changes. 

I 
I 

ATTACHMENT I - 20% or Less Impervious Cover Waiver. This site will be 
used for multi-family residential developments, schools, or small business sites 
and has 20% or less impervious cover. A request to waive the requirements for 
other permanent BMPs and measures is found at the end of this form . 

./ This site will be used for multi-family residential developments, schools, or small 
business sites but has more than 20% impervious cover. 

I 
This site will not be used for multi-family residential developments, schools, or 
small business sites. 

47. ATTACHMENT J - BMPs for Upgradient Stormwater. 

I A description of the BMPs and measures that will be used to prevent pollution of surface 


I 

water, groundwater, or stormwater that originates upgradient from the site and flows 

across the site is provided as ATTACHMENT J at the end of this form . 

If no surface water, groundwater or storm water originates upgradient from the site and 


I 

flows across the site, an explanation is provided as ATTACHMENT J at the end of this 

form. 

If permanent BMPs or measures are not required to prevent pollution of surface water, 

groundwater, or storm water that originates upgradient from the site and flows across the 
site, an explanation is provided as ATTACHMENT J at the end of this form . 

I 48. ATTACHMENT K - BMPs for On-site Stormwater. 

A description of the BMPs and measures that will be used to prevent pollution of surface

I water or groundwater that originates on-site or flows off the site, including pollution 
caused by contaminated stormwater runoff from the site is provided as ATTACHMENT 
K at the end of this form . 

I If permanent BMPs or measures are not required to prevent pollution of surface water or 

I 
groundwater that originates on-site or flows off the site, including pollution caused by 
contaminated stormwater runoff, an explanation is provided as ATTACHMENT K at the 
end of this form. 

49. ATTACHMENT L - BMPs for Surface Streams. A description of the BMPs and

I TCEQ-10257 (Rev. 10-01-10) 
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I 

I 50. 

51. ./ 

I 
52. ./ 

I 

I 

I 53. ./ 

I 

I 


measures that prevent pollutants from entering surface streams is provided at the end of 
this form. 

ATTACHMENT M - Construction Plans. Construction plans and design calculations 
for the proposed permanent BMPs and measures have been prepared by or under the 
direct supervision of a Texas Licensed Professional Engineer. All construction plans 
and design information have been signed, sealed, and dated by the Texas Licensed 
Professional Engineer. Construction plans for the proposed permanent BMPs and 
measures are provided at the end of this form. Design Calculations, TCEQ Construction 
Notes, all proposed structural measures, and appropriate details must be shown on the 
construction plans. 

ATTACHMENT N - Inspection, Maintenance, Repair and Retrofit Plan. A plan for the 
inspection, maintenance, repair, and, if necessary, retrofit of the permanent BMPs and 
measures is provided at the end of this form. The plan has been prepared and certified 
by the engineer designing the permanent BMPs and measures. The plan has been 
signed by the owner or responsible party. The plan includes procedures for 
documenting inspections, maintenance, repairs, and, if necessary, retrofits as well as a 
discussion of record keeping procedures . 

The TCEQ Technical Guidance Manual (TGM) was used to design permanent BMPs 
and measures for this site. 

Pilot-scale field testing (including water quality monitoring) may be required for 
BMPs that are not contained in technical guidance recognized by or prepared by 
the executive director. 

N/A ATTACHMENT 0 - Pilot-Scale Field Testing Plan. A plan for pilot-scale field 
testing is provided at the end of this form. 

ATTACHMENT P - Measures for Minimizing Surface Stream Contamination. A 
description of the measures that will be used to avoid or minimize surface stream 
contamination and changes in the way in which water enters a stream as a result of the 
construction and development is provided at the end of this form. The measures 
address increased stream flashing, the creation of stronger flows and in-stream 
velocities, and other in-stream effects caused by the regulated activity which increases 
erosion that result in water quality degradation. 

I 
Responsibility for maintenance of permanent BMPs and measures after construction is 
complete . 

I 
54. ./ The applicant is responsible for maintaining the permanent BMPs after construction until 

such time as the maintenance obligation is either assumed in writing by another entity 
having ownership or control of the property (such as without limitation, an owner's 
association, a new property owner or lessee, a district, or municipality) or the ownership 
of the property is transferred to the entity. Such entity shall then be responsible for 

I maintenance until another entity assumes such obligations in writing or ownership is 
transferred. 

I 55. ./ A copy of the transfer of responsibility must be filed with the executive director at the 
appropriate regional office within 30 days of the transfer if the site is for use as a multiple 
single-family residential development, a multi-family residential development, or a non

I residential development such as commercial, industrial, institutional, schools, and other 
sites where regulated activities occur. 

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION 

I TCEQ-10257 (Rev. 10-01-10) 
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I 
I 
I 
I 

56. 

57. 

Submit one (1) original and one (1) copy of the application, plus additional copies as 
needed for each affected incorporated city, groundwater conservation district, and 
county in which the project will be located. The TCEQ will distribute the additional 
copies to these jurisdictions. The copies must be submitted to the appropriate regional 
office. 

Any modification of this Contributing Zone Plan may require TCEQ review and Executive 
Director approval prior to construction, and may require submission of a revised 
application, with appropriate fees. 

I 
I 

58. The site description, controls, maintenance, and inspection requirements for the storm 
water pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) developed under the EPA NPDES general 
permits for stormwater discharges have been submitted to fulfill paragraphs 30 TAC 
§213.24(1-5) of the technical report. All requirements of 30 TAC §213.24(1-5) have 
been met by the SWPPP document. 

I 
To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information requested 
concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards Aquifer. This 
CONTRIBUTING ZONE PLAN APPLICATION is hereby submitted for TCEQ review and Executive 
Director approval. The application was prepared by: 

I 
Andrew W. Dodson, P.E. 

Print me of Customer/Agent 


I 
I Signature of Customer/Agent Date 

If you have questions on how to fill out this form or about the Edwards Aquifer protection program, please contact us at 210/490
3096 for projects located in the San Antonio Region or 512/339-2929 for projects located in the Austin Region.

I Individuals are entitled to request and review their personal information that the agency gathers on its forms. They may also have any errors in 
their information corrected. To review such information, contact us at 512/239-3282 . 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I TCEQ-10257 (Rev. 10-01-10) 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

ATTACHMENT A-I.I Road Map and Site Location Map: 

SUBJECT SITE 
LOCATION 

Texas Board of Professional Engineers Registration II F-159 
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I 
 IATTACHMENT B-1.2 USGS Quadrangle Map: 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

55' 

I MAP PRODUCED FROM THE U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (USGS) 
USGS QUADRANGLE: DEVILS BACKBONE 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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I 
 IATTACHMENT C-1.3 Project Narrative: 

I This project is located within an unincorporated part of Comal County on the northwest corner of F.M. 306 at its 
intersection with Canyon Park Road. The 6.04 acre (263,102 square foot) site is composed of four lots. The 
project is planned for use as a grocery store and fueling station. The site is within the Canyon Lake watershed,

I and the Contributing Zone of the Edwards Aquifer. A small portion on the southwest corner of the site is located 
within the l00-year floodplain as identified by FIRM panel 48091C0115F, dated September 2, 2009 (Comal 
County). The property contains an existing well and various structures which have been removed. 

I Based on field visits, no critical environmental features (CEFs) such as springs, canyon rim rocks, caves, sinkholes 
were found on or within 150 feet from the subject property. 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I Texas Board of Professional Engineers Registration /I F-159 
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I 
ATTACHMENT 0-1.4 Factors Affecting Surface Water Quality:

I Potential sources of sediment to stormwater runoff include: 

I 
• Clearing, grading, and excavating activities, primarily un-stabilized areas; paving operations, demolition 

and debris disposal; dewatering operations, drilling, material delivery, storage and use and landscaping 
operations. 

I Only inert material as defined by 30 TAC 330.2 will be used as fill material. 

I 
Potential pollutants other than sediment include the following materials and substances that could be expected 
to be present on-site during construction: 

I 
• Heavy Metals - from concrete additives, concrete washout, material delivery, storage and use, and 

hazardous substance/waste spills 

• 	 pH (Acids and Bases) - from concrete washout, painting and cleaning, drilling, material delivery, storage 
and use, hazardous waste spills, and sanitary/septic waste. 

I • Paints and Solvents - from concrete washout and waste, painting, concrete polishing, cleaning products, 
material delivery and use, hazardous waste spills, and sanitary/septic waste 

I • Trash, Debris and Solids - from clearing and grading, paving, concrete wash waste, construction painting 
and cleaning, demolition, drilling and blasting, material delivery storage and use, landscaping, and 
general construction 

I • Petroleum Based Products - from material delivery storage and use, hazardous waste spills, vehicle and 
equipment use on site, and vehicle and equipment fueling and maintenance and storage 

I • Pesticides/Herbicides - from material delivery, storage and use, hazardous waste spills, vehicle use, 
storage, service and maintenance 

I 
• Fertilizers/Nutrients - from painting, cleaning products, dewatering, material delivery and storage, spills 

during landscaping operation, sanitary/septic waste 

I Potential sources of post construction stormwater runoff include: 

• 	 Sediment - coarse and fine from vehicle and equipment use on site. 

I • Heavy Metals - dissolved and particulate from vehicle washing activities 

• 	 pH (Acids and Bases) - from detergents used in the washing equipment. 

I • Trash, Debris and Solids - from washing and cleaning vehicles. 

• 	 Petroleum Based Products - from hazardous material spills, vehicle and equipment use on site. 

I 

I 

I 

I Texas Board of Professional Engineers Registration II F-159 
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I 
ATIACHMENT E-1.S Volume and Character of Stormwater: 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

The existing site is 6.04 acres (263,102 square feet) with an existing well and various existing structures which 
have been removed. This project consists of a grocery store and fueling station, or 82.95% impervious cover for 
the site . This project will discharge 64.8 CFS in the 100-year storm event. 

Per a web soil survey of Comal County from the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service National 
Cooperative Soil Survey, the site consists mainly of the following: 

Map Unit Symbol Map Unit Name Acres in AOI Percent of AOI 

BtD Brackett-Rock outcrop-Comfort complex 
1 to 8 percent slopes 

1.24 20.7% 

DeB Denton silty clay, 1 to 3 percent slopes 0.83 13.7% 

DoC Doss silty clay, moist, 1 to 5 percent slopes 2.62 43.4% 

SuB Sunev clay loam, 1 to 3 percent slopes 1.35 22.2% 

Totals for Area of Interest (AOI) 6.04 100.0% 

ATIACHMENT F-1.6 Suitability Letter from Authorized Agent: 

I 

An OSSF is not proposed, and a letter of suitability is NOT a part of this CZP. 


ATIACHMENT G-1.7 Alternative Secondary Containment Methods: 


I An AST with an alternative method of secondary containment is not proposed. 


I ATIACHMENT H-1.8 AST Containment Structure Drawings: 

An AST Containment Structure is not proposed. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Texas Board of Professional Engineers Registration II F-159 
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I 
ATIACHMENT 1-1.9 Waiver for 20% or Less Impervious Cover: 

The impervious cover on this site is greater than 20%. A waiver for 20% or less impervious cover will not be 
requested as part of this plan. 

I ATIACHMENT J-l.10 Best Management Practices (BMPs) for Upgradient Stormwater: 

The proposed site is at the top of the watershed. As such, no significant upgradient stormwater will flow to or 
across the proposed site. No upgradient stormwater BMPs are included as part of this plan 

I ATIACHMENT K-1.11 BMPs for On-Site Stormwater: 

1. Stabilization Practices 

I A. Installation of a partial sedimentation/sand filter and detention basins will collect on-site storm 
water runoff to be conveyed back to natural drainage patterns to Canyon Lake and ultimately to 
the Guadalupe River. 

I B. Permanent seeding and planting of all unpaved areas using a manual broadcasting or 
hydromulching grass seeding technique. Permanent vegetation controls erosion by physically 
protecting a bare soil surface from raindrop impact, flowing water and wind. Vegetation binds 

I soil particles together with a dense root system and reduces the velocity of runoff. 
C. Mulching exposed areas. Surface mulch is the most effective, practical means of controlling 

erosion on disturbed areas before establishing vegetation. Mulch protects the soil surface, 

I reduces runoff velocity, increases infiltration, slows soil moisture loss, helps prevent soil crusting 
and sealing, moderates soil temperatures, and improves the microclimate for seed germination. 

D. Sodding/Landscape Planting Trees, Shrubs, vines, and ground covers can provide superior, low

I maintenance, long-term erosion protection. Woody plants and ground covers are particularly 
adapted for use on steep or rocky slopes where maintenance is difficult, in shaded areas, for 
wildlife habitat improvements, as windbreaks or screens.

I 2. Structural Practices 

I 
A. Diversion berms and a storm sewer network are used to direct the flow of stormwater to the 

designed on-site water quality and stormwater detention facility. 

I 
B. Sand Filter pond provides water quality control of on-site stormwater and the lift station and 

Canyon Park driveway areas not contributing to the sand filter BMP. See attached calculations 
on the following sheets. As shown in the calculations on the following sheets: 

• The Canyon Park Driveway requires 90 Ibs. to be treated. 
• The lift station area requires 9 Ibs. to be treated. 

I 
 • The contributing area requires 2,118 Ibs. to be treated. 


• For a TOTAL of 2,2171bs. to be treated. 
• The Sand Filter is sized to treat 2,220 Ibs. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I Texas Board of Professional Engineers Registration 1/ F-159 
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I Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 

TSS Removal Calculations 04-20-2009 Project Name: Brookshire Brothe 

I Date Prepared: 2/25/2015 

I 

Additional information is provided for ce lls w ith a red triangle in the upper right corner. Place th e cursor over the cell. 

Text shown in blue indicate location of instructions in the Technical Guidance Manual - RG-348. 

Characters shown in red are data entry fields. 

Characters shown in black (Bold) are calculated fields. Changes to these fields will remove the equations used in the sf 

I 1. The Required Load Reduction for the total project: Calculations from RG-348 Pages 3-27 to 3-30 

Page 3-29 Equation 3.3: L .. = 27 .2(AN X p) 

I where: L .. TOTAL PROJECT =Required TSS removal resulting from the proposed development =80% of 

AN = Net increase in impervious area for the project 

P = Average annual precipitation, inches 

I Site Data: Determine Required Load Removal Based on the Entire Project 

County = Comal 


I 
Total project area included in plan • = 6.04 acres' 


Predevelopment impervious area within the limits of the plan' = 2.59 acres 

Total post-development impervious area within the limits of the plan' =~.79acres 


Total post-development impervious cover fraction' = 0.79 

P = 33 inches 

L .. TOTAL PROJECT = 1975 Ibs.


I , The values entered in these fields should be for the total project area. 


Number of drainage basins / outfalls areas leaving the plan area = 2 

I 2. Drainaqe Basin Parameters Uhls Information should be provided for each basin): 

I 

Drainage Basin/Outfall Area No. = 


I 
Total drainage basin/outfall area = 5.82 acres L.'~ Sro:YrlQ~ ~ 

Predevelopment impervious area within drainage basin/outfall area = 2.59 acres U4\0J.f"~ Aa-Q..j<;, 

Post-development impervious area within drainage basin/outfall area = 4.95 acres 1> {1.lvl)l.J,64( 

Post-development impervious fraction within drainage basin/outfall area = 0.85 
Zl-11 14S.L .. THIS BASIN = 2118 Ibs. , 

3. Indicate the proposed BMP Code for this basin. 

I Proposed BMP = Sand Filter 
Removal efficiency = 89 percent 

Aqualogic Cartridge Filt 
Bioretention

I Contech StormFilter 
Constructed Wetland 

I 
Extended Detention 
Grassy Swale 
Retention /Irrigation 
Sand Filter 

I 
Storrnceptor 
Vegetated Filter Strips 
Vortechs 
Wet Basin 
Wet Vault 

4. Calculate Maximum TSS Load Removed (L R ) for this Drainage Basin by the selected BMP Type. 

I 
 RG-348 Page 3-33 Equation 3.7: LR = (BMP efficiency) x P x (A, x 34 .6 + Ap x 0.54) 


where: Ac =Total On-Site drainage area in the BMP catchment area 

A, = Impervious area proposed in the BMP catchment area 

I 

I 




I 
Ap =Pervious area remaining in the BMP catchment area 

LR = TSS Load removed from this catchment area by the proposed BMP 

Ac = 5.80 acres 

I 
A,= 4.95 acres 

Ap = 0.85 acres 

LR = 5044 Ibs 

5. Calculate Fraction of Annual Runoff to Treat the drainage basin I outfall area 

I Desired LM THIS BASIN = 2220 Ibs. 

F = 0.44 

6. Calculate Capture Volume reguired by the BMP Type for this drainage basin I outfall area. Calculations from RG-348 Pages 3-:I 
I 


Rainfall Depth = 

Post Development Runoff Coefficient = 


On-site Water Quality Volume = 


I Off-site area draining to BMP = 
Off-site Impervious cover draining to BMP = 

I 
Impervious fraction of off-site area = 

Off-site Runoff Coefficient = 
Off-site Water Quality Volume = 

Storage for Sediment = 

I Total Capture Volume (required water quality volume(s) x 1.20) = 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

0.34 inches 
0.70 

5048 cubic feet 


Calculations from RG-348 Pages 3-36 to 3-37 

0.00 acres 
0.00 acres 
o 

0.00 
o cubic feet 

1010 

6057 cubic feet 



I 
I 9. Filter area for Sand Filters Designed as Required in RG-348 Pages 3-58 to 3.£3 

9A. Full 5eorlfRmtiltion a~tem 

Water Quality Volume for se1timentation basin = 6057 cubic feet I --
I MaximurrrSedimentation basin area =-----

...._____MinlmUm sedimentation basin area = 

I 98. Partial Sedimentation and Filtration System 

Water Quality Volume for combined basins = 

Minimum filter basin area = 

I Maximum sedimentation basin area = 
Minimum sedimentation basin area = 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 


2524 

631 


6057 


505 


2019 

126 


square feet 
square feet 

cubic feet 

square feet 

square feet 
square feet 

For minimum epth of 2 feet 
For maximum water depth of 8 feet 

?e...oV'Da~ 

4>:0,8 . 75" c...... .t+.
, 
qoO . oo ...-P'. 

For minimum water depth of 2 feet J ~~ 00 ~ 
For maximum water depth of 8 feet . .. • 
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I Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 

I TSS Removal Calculations 04-20-2009 

I Additional information is provided for cells with a red triangle in the upper right corn 

I 
Text shown in blue indicate location of instructions in the Technical Guidance Manual - RG 
Characters shown in red are data entry fields. 
Characters shown in black (Bold) are calculated fields. Changes to these fields will I 

I 1. The Required Load Reduction for the total project: Calculations from RG-348 

Page 3-29 Equation 3.3: LM =27.2(AN X p) 

I where: LM TOTAL PROJECT =Required TSS removal resul 

AN = Net increase in impervious a 

I P =Average annual precipitation 

Site Data: Determine Required Load Removal Based on the Entire Project 

I County = Comal 

I 
Total project area included in plan * = 6.04 acres 

Predevelopment impervious area within the limits of the plan * = 2.59 acres 
Total post-development impervious area within the limits of the plan* =±.79acres 

Total post-development impervious cover fraction * = 0.79 
P = 33 inches 

I LM TOTAL PROJECT = 1975 Ibs. 

* The values entered in these fields should be for the total project area. 

I Number of drainage basins / outfalls areas leaving the plan area = 3 

I 
2. Drainage Basin Parameters (This information should be provided for each basin): 

I Drainage Basin/Outfall Area No. = 2 

I 
Total drainage basin/outfall area = 0.10 acres 

Predevelopment impervious area within drainage basin/outfall area = 0.00 acres 

I 
Post-development impervious area within drainage basin/outfall area = 0.10 acres 

Post-development impervious fraction within drainage basin/outfall area = 1.00 

LM THIS BASIN = 90 Ibs. 

3. Indicate the proposed BMP Code for this basin. 

I Proposed BMP = Sand Filter 
Removal efficiency = 89 percent 

I 

I 




I 
I Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 

I TSS Removal Calculations 04-20-2009 

I Additional information is provided for cells with a red triangle in the upper right corn 

I 
Text shown in blue indicate location of instructions in the Technical Guidance Manual - RG 
Characters shown in red are data entry fields. 
Characters shown in black (Bold) are calculated fields. Changes to these fields will I 

I 1. The Required Load Reduction for the total project: Calculations from RG-348 

Page 3-29 Equation 3.3: LM =27.2(AN X p) 

I where: LM TOTAL PROJECT =Required TSS removal resul 

AN =Net increase in impervious a 

I P = Average annual precipitation 

I 
Site Data: Determine Required Load Removal Based on the Entire Project 

County = Comal 

I 
Total project area included in plan * = 6.04 acres 

Predevelopment impervious area within the limits of the plan * = 2.59 acres 
Total post-development impervious area within the limits of the plan* =~.79 acres 

Total post-development impervious cover fraction * = 0.79 
P = 33 inches 

I LM TOTAL PROJECT = 1975 Ibs. 

* The values entered in these fields should be for the total project area. 

I Number of drainage basins / outfalls areas leaving the plan area = 3 

I 
2. Drainage Basin Parameters (This information should be provided for each basin): 

I Drainage Basin/Outfall Area No. = 3 

I 
Total drainage basin/outfall area = 0.01 acres 

Predevelopment impervious area within drainage basin/outfall area = 0.00 acres 

I 
Post-development impervious area within drainage basin/outfall area = 0.01 acres 

Post-development impervious fraction within drainage basin/outfall area = 1.00 

LM THIS BASIN = 9 Ibs. 

3. Indicate the proposed BMP Code for this basin. 

I Proposed BMP =Sand Filter 
Removal efficiency = 89 percent 

I 

I 
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I 
ATTACHMENT L-l.12 BMPs for Surface Streams: 

There were no "sensitive" features found on the proposed site. 

IATTACHMENT M-l.13 Construction Plans: 

I Construction plans and design calculations for the proposed permanent BMPs and measures have been 
prepared by or under the direct supervision of a Texas Licensed Professional Engineer. All construction plans 
and design information have been signed, sealed, and dated by the Texas Licensed Professional Engineer. 

I ATTACHMENT N-l.14 Inspection, Maintenance, Repair, and Retrofit Plan: 

The following inspection and maintenance practices will be used to maintain permanent erosion and sediment 

I controls. 

1. 	 Inspection of all permanent BMPs shall be performed using a copy of the form provided at the end of this 
section, and inspections shall be performed:

I 	 (a) On a quarterly basis and after large storm events for the first year of operation. An inspection 
report will be completed after each inspection. 

I 	 (b) After the first year, inspections should take place at least twice a year (once during or immediately 
following wet weather) to evaluate facility operations. An inspection report will be completed 
after each inspection . 

I 2. With each inspection, any damage to the structural elements of the system (pipes, concrete drainage 
structures, retaining walls, etc.) must be identified and repaired immediately. Cracks, voids and 
undermining should be patched/filled to prevent additional structural damage. Tree and root systems 

I should be removed to prevent growth in cracks and joints that can cause structural damage. The following 
items will require more specific attention: 

I (a) Sediment Removal - Remove sediment from the inlet structure and sedimentation chamber when 
sediment buildup reaches a depth of 6 inches or when the proper functioning of the inlet and 

I 
outlet structures is impaired. Sediment should be cleared from the inlet structure at least every 
year and from the sedimentation basin at least every 5 years. 

(b) Media Replacement - Maintenance of the filter media is necessary when the drawdown time 

I 
exceeds 48 hours. When this occurs, the upper layer of sand should be removed and replaced with 
new material meeting the original specifications. Any discolored sand should also be removed and 
replaced . In filters that have been regularly maintained, this should be limited to the top 2 or 3 
inches. 

I (c) Debris and Litter Removal - Debris and litter will accumulate near the sedimentation basin outlet 
device and should be removed at regular intervals. Particular attention should be paid to floating 
debris that can eventually clog the inlet control device. 

I 3. Modifications/Repairs - The required inspections should also identify if any revisions to the permanent 
BMPs that are warranted due to unexpected conditions. Any changes to these procedures may not be 
altered without approval by the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ): 

I 	 (a) There is a change in design, construction, operation, or maintenance at the site that has or could 
have a significant effect on the discharge of pollutants to the Waters of the United States that has 
not been previously addressed. 

I 	 (b) Inspections or investigations by site staff, or by local, state or federal officials, determine that the 
discharges from the permanent BMPs are ineffective in eliminating or significantly minimizing 
pollutants in storm water discharges from the construction site. 

I 	 (c) Based on the results of an inspection, it must be modified as necessary to include additional or 
modified BMPs designed to correct problems identified. 

I Texas Board of Professional Engineers Registration /I F-159 
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I 
4. All logs shall be kept on site throughout construction. The owner shall retain logs for one (1) year after 

completion. 

SIGNATURE(S) 

--:-> L r '-'.1/ .I 	 ··b rc-c: D.S fl ,f'e, '/) ('t! I 11 t,. '·5 . 7,1 C h:l '> ~ ('I' Ll 11 . r Ie) It ' -I 5<.) ' I 

Print name of Customer / Owner / ! 


,-' 	 /\/ ,I 	 _ A - !..~ /)- -/f. 1-,., "'--"'-  2 -2(,- /-3>--.., { ' , 

I ~gnature(of 'customer / Owner 	 Date 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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INSPEcnON REPORT 

General Information 
Date of inspection: 

r 
Type of Inspection: o Routine o Pre Storm Event o During a Storm Event o Post Storm 

Weather at time of this inspection? 
o Clear DCloudy DRain o Sleet o Fog o Snowing o High Winds 
o Other: Temperature: 

Has there been a rain event since last inspection? DYes DNo 

Has there been a rain event in the last 24 hours? DYes DNo Amount of Precipitation 

(Amount represents all within the last 24 hours) 

Have any stormwater discharges occurred since the last inspection? DYes DNo 
If yes, describe: 

Are there any discharges at the time of inspection? DYes DNo 
If yes, describe: 

8MI' 

DYes DNo DYes DNo 

DYes DNo DYes DNo 

DYes DNo DYes DNo 

DYes DNo DYes DNo 

DYes DNo DYes DNa 

DYes DNo DYes DNa 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Additional Notes/Comments: 

I 
I Texas Board of Professional Engineers Registration 1/ F-159 
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I 
ATTACHMENT 0-1.15 Pilot-Scale Field Testing Plan: 

The TCEQ Technical Guidance Manual (TGM) was used to design permanent BMPs and measures for this site; 
NO pilot-scale field testing is requested as part of this plan. 

I ATTACHMENT P-1.16 Measures for Minimizing Surface Stream Contamination: 

Approximately 6.08 acres of land will be disturbed under this plan. The water quality pond will accept flows 
from the entire improved areas as part of the development in built-out/developed conditions. 

I 
I The project will not involve rerouting, filling or crossing a waterway of any kind. This site will surface drain and 

through an engineered onsite water quality facility located on the southern edge of the site. Stormwater will be 
discharged from the facility to an existing drainage ditch on the north side of Canyon Park Road, and eventually 
into Canyon Lake. 

The pre and post runoff rate calculations were done for the 2-yr, lO-yr, 2S-yr, and lOO-yr storm events. 

I HEC-HIVIS program, set to the SCS method, the HEC-l unit hydrograph was utilized to model the stormwater 
design for the project. The design storm is based on the USGS Type III 24-hour storm. 

I The proposed site plan and improvements will have minimal impact on the existing site condition and 
surrounding property. The design, analysis, and their applicability as presented herein is based on and limited 
by the weather data available for this area . This development, with recommended improvements if constructed 

I per the site development plans prepared by Vickrey & Associates, Inc., is deemed not to increase existing 
endangerment to life or property in the surrounding area and no adverse impacts to existing drainage patterns. 

I 

I 

I Andrew W. Dodson, P.E. Date: _2 2-='-"/'--~__-----L./-"- S '5 _ 

Vickrey & Associates, Inc. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
2.0 STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION PLAN (SWPPP): 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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IStormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
Brookshire Brothers Lake 

I 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

I
for: 

Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake I 
18267 F.M. 306 


Canyon Lake, Texas 78133 

TPDES Permit Number 
 I 

TXR150000 

I 
Owner(s): Operator(s): I 

Brookshire Brothers, Inc. CONTRACTOR 

Jerry A. Johnson CONTACT NAME 


c/o Brookshire Brothers, Inc. ADDRESS 
 I 
PO Box 1688 City, TX zip code 


Lufkin, Texas 75904 PHONE NO. 
 I(936) 633-4619 E-MAIL 

rparker2@brookshirebros.com 


I 
swppp Contact(s): I 
Vickrey & Associates, Inc 

Texas Board of Professional Engineers Firm No. F-159 I 
Andew Dodson, P.E. 

1717 West 6th St, Ste 260 
Austin, TX 78703 I 
(512) 494-8014 

austin@vickreyinc.com IFax (512) 494-8054 

SWPPP Preparation Date: I 
I 

Estimated Project Dates: 

Project Start Date: Q;! 1Q11 ~ Q1 § I 
Project Completion Date: Q~ 1Q11 ~ Q1§ 

I 
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IStormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 
SECTION 1: SITE EVALUATION, ASSESSMENT, AND PLANNING I 
1. 1 Project/Site Information 

I 
Instructions: 


In this section, you can gather some basic site information that will be helpful to you later when you file for 
 Ipermit coverage. 

For more information, see Developing Your Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan: A SWPPP Guide for 

Construction Sites (also known as the SWPPP Guide), Chapter 2 
 I- Detailed information on determining your site's latitude and longitude can be found at 

www.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/lationg 


I 
Project/Site Name: Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

Project Street/Location: 18267 F.M. 306 ICity: Canyon Lake State: TX ZIP Code: 78736 

County: Comal County 

IComal County Permit Number (complete when assigned): 

Comal County Case Manager (complete when assigned): ITPDES project or permit tracking number*:TXR150000 

Latitude/Longitude (Use one of three possible formats, and specify method) ILatitude: Longitude: 

1. 2. 2 0 ~ 1: ' ~ 2." N (degrees, minutes, seconds) 1. 2~ 0 12. ' ~ 2" W (degrees, minutes, seconds) 

I2. __ 0 __ • __' N (degrees, minutes, decimal) 2. __ __ • __' W (degrees, minutes, decimal) 0 

3. __ . ____ ON (decimal) 3. -__ . ____ 0 W (decimal) 

Method for determining latitude/longitude: I 
D USGS topographic map (specify scale: ) [g] EPA Web site DGPS 

[g] Other (please specify): Google Earth I
Is the project located in Indian country? DYes [g] No 


If yes, name of Reservation, or if not part of a Reservation, indicate "not applicable. " _____ 


Not Applicable. 
 I 
Is this project considered a federal facility? DYes [g] No 

ITPDES project or permit tracking number*: TXR150000 
*(This is the unique identifying number assigned to your project by your permitting authority after you have applied 
for coverage under the appropriate Texas Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (TPDES) construction general I 
permit.) 

I 
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www.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/lationg


I 

I 

I 
 1.2 Contact Information/Responsible Parties 


I 

I 

I 


mt'flnfr;:lI'.tn,rc:: of <'tnrmltl'<>t..r requirements 

Owner(s}: 

I Jerry Jonnson, Brothers, Inc. 

I 
1688 


Lufkin, Texas 

(936) 9 

Fax: 633-4670 


I 
rparker2@brookshirebros.com 

Owner 

I 
 Operator(s}: 

CONTRACTOR 
CONTACT NAME 

I 

I TX zip code 


PHONE I\JO. 

Fax: ###-#### 
 E-MAIL 
Construction Manager 

I Project Manager(s) or Site Supervisor(s): 
Vickrey & Inc. 

I 
City, TX 78703 

I PHONE NO. (51 494-8014 
Fax: (512) 494-8054 E-mail: jmassaro@vickreyinc.com 

I Project Engineer 

I 

I 


Brookshire Brothers, Inc. 

P.E. 
Street, 

swppp Version 1.1, September 17, 2007 50f66 
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I
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 

SWPPP Contact(s): 

Vickrey & Associates, Inc. 


James Massaro, P.E. 
 I 

1717 W. 6 th Street, Suite 260 

City, TX 78703 


PHONE NO. (512) 494-8014 
 I 

Fax: (512) 494-8054 E-mail: jmassaro@vickreyinc.com 


Project Civil Engineer 
 I 

This SWPPP was Prepared by: I
Vickrey & Associates, Inc. 

Andrew W. Dodson, P.E. 

1717 West 6th Street, Suite 260 
 I
Austin, Texas 78703 

Telephone: (512) 494-8014 


Fax: (512) 494-8054 E-Mail: austin@vickreyinc.com 
 I 

Texas Board of Professional Engineers Firm No. F-159 


I
Subcontractor(s): 
Not applicable. 

I 

Emergency 24-Hour Contact: 

Brookshire Brothers, Inc. I
Jerry A. Jonnson 
(936) 633-4619 


I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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I Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 
1.3 Soils, Slopes, Vegetation, and Current Drainage Patterns 

I Instructions: 


Describe the existing soil conditions at the construction site including soil types, slopes and slope lengths,


I and other topographic features that might affect erosion and sediment control. Use NRCS Soil Survey, 

USGS, or Bureau of Economic Geology Geologic Maps. 

Delineate and describe the existing topography and drainage patterns, including overland and


I concentrated flow. 


I 

Delineate and describe the contributing drainage area for flow paths that drain at least 1acre. 

Note the presence or absence of baseflow and USGS stream type (ephemeral, intermittent, or perennial). 

Describe predominant vegetation. 


I 

Note any historic site contamination evident from existing site features and known past usage of the site. 

This information should also be included on your site maps. 


I 
 Soil type(s): 


The USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Co mal and Hays Counties National 
Cooperative soil survey indicates the following soil types on the site: 

I • BtD - Brackett-Rock outcrop-Comfort complex, 1 to 8 percent slopes 

• DeB - Denton silty clay, 1 to 3 percent slopes 

I • DoC - Doss silty clay, moist, 1 to 5 percent slopes 

• SuB - Sunev clay loam, 1 to 3 percent slopes 

Slopes (describe current slopes and note any changes due to grading or fill activities): 

I There are no slopes on this site greater than 12%. Approximately 20% of the site contains 1 to 8 
percent slopes. Approximately 43% of the site contains 1 to 5 percent slopes. Approximately 
37% of the si te contains 1 to 3 percent slopes. 

I Drainage Patterns (describe current drainage patterns and note any changes dues to grading or fill 

I 
activities): 

All of the storm water from the site eventually flows into Canyon Lake and the Guadalupe River 
Basin. 

I 
 Vegetation: 


The site is currently undeveloped with 43% impervious cover. The site plan for this project 

proposes 4.8 acres of impervious cover, or 83% impervious cover. The survey did not identify 


I any heritage trees on this site. 


Other: None. 

I 

I 

I 
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I

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

lake 

I 

1.4 Receiving Waters 

I 


If any of the above are impaired and/or I 

please pollutants causing 

sites. Your SWPPP sholrld C!l'\o,,.,iilr·ollll 

the impairment and any 

applicable to 

rliC!"h"'rI'o 

for more information and a list of TMDl contacts 
of pollutants. 
 I 


by visit 

I 

Description waters: I 


stormwater from your including rivers, lakes, 
D~iCril)e each as clearly as possll>le, as Boggy Creek, a tributary to 

Note any stream 
List the storm sewer or drainage system that (!tnrmlM'!lfOr and the 
water body(s) that it ultimately discharges to. 

I 
I 

The project site is 6.04 acres. Canyon 
The receiving 

watershed and to 

the south is the Guadalupe River 
 I 


Description stonn sewer systems: 
are no existing storm water systems on F.M. 306. I 


Description waters or waters subject to TMDLs: I 

None. I 


I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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I Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
Brookshire Brothers Lake 

I 
1.5 Site Features and Sensitive Areas to be Protected 

I Instructions: 


Describe unique site features including streams, stream buffers, heritage or protected trees, natural


I vegetation, steep slopes, or highly erodible soils that are to be preserved. 

Describe critical environmental features including bluffs, canyon rimrocks, caves, sinkholes, springs, and 

wetlands.


I Describe measures to protect these features. 

Include these features and areas on your site plans. 


I 

I Describe unique features that are to be preserved: 

There are no unique features that need to be preserved.

I 
Describe critical environmental features that are to be preserved:


I Based on a field visit, no critical environmental features (CEFs) such as springs, canyon rim 

rocks, caves, sinkholes, or wetlands, were found on or within 150 feet of the subject property. 

There are no known critical environmental features that need to be preserved.


I Describe measures to protect these features: 

Not necessary as there are no critical environmental features that need to be preserved.


I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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IStormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 
1.6 Endangered Species Certification 

IInstructions: 

Before beginning construction, determine whether endangered or threatened species or their critical 

habitats are on or near your site. 
 I 
Adapt this section as needed for state or tribal endangered species requirements and, if applicable, 

document any measures deemed necessary to protect endangered or threatened species or their critical 

habitats. 
 I 
For more information on this topic, see SWPPP Guide, Chapter 3.B. 

Additional information on Endangered Species Act (ESA) provisions is at 

www.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/esa 
 I 


I

Are endangered or threatened species and critical habitats on or near the project area? 

DYes [XJ No I 
Describe how this determination was made: 


There are no endangered or threatened species and critical habitats on this site or near the project 
 I area. 

IIf yes, describe the species and/or critical habitat: 

Not applicable. There are no known threatened species and/or critical habitat on this site. 

I 
If yes, describe or refer to documentation that determines the likelihood of an impact on 
identified species and/or habitat and the steps taken to address that impact. (Note, if species are 
on or near your project site, EPA strongly recommends that the site operator work closely with I 
the appropriate field office of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or National Marine Fisheries 
Service. For concerns related to state or tribal listing of species, please contact a state or tribal 
official. ) I 
Not applicable. There are no known threatened species and/or critical habitat on this site. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Stormwater Pollution Prevention 
Brookshire 

I 
I 

I 1.7 Maps and Photographs 

I to illustrate, review, and construct the 
in are explained in later 

I Attach additional of 
photographs of 

I Include site maps and photographs with 

I following three (3) pages contain 11" x 1 of: 

C1.03: Site Plan 

I C1.05: Grading Plan North 

Grading Plan South 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
Brookshire Brothers Can 

I 

I 

I 

I 


IN E SHEET C1.03: SITE PLAN I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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I 

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 

I Photographs: 

I 

I 

I 


I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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I 

I 
I 

Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

to increase the existing impervious cover from 
V,J\.,'",,,,,,, 

to complete. 

includes a water quality pond designed in accordance with 

pond are included in the plans. The construction will 
 I 


on visits, no critical environmental features (CEFs) such as 

caves, sinkholes, or wetlands, were found on or within 150 


I 

What is activity? I 


Utility 

Recreation Area. 

D Industrial D Road Construction 

SECTION 2: CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITI AND SITE 
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

Nature and Sequence of Construction Activity 

Instructions: 

Briefly describe the nature of the construction activity and approximate time frames (one or more 
paragraphs, depending on the nature and complexity of the project). 

scope of the work for the nrn.PPT 

consists a err",,,,,,,.., 

Lake watershed, within the 
comer of the site is 

panel 48091C0115F, dated ,p",rpm 

an existing well and various structures which have 

!! J I !!!ll!! 1.~. 

!! ~ J!! !11 J! 1. ~. 

1.1, September 17, 2007 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 


I 

I 

I 


16 66 


I 



I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

2.2 Construction Site Estimates 

Instructions: 

Estimate the area to be disturbed by excavation, grading, or other construction activities, including 

dedicated off-site borrow and fill areas. 

Calculate the percentage of impervious surface area before and after construction 

Calculate the runoff coefficients before and after construction. 

Provide calculation of cut/fill volumes per phase, including ademonstration of how spoils will be handled 

during construction. 


I 
The following are estimates of the construction site. 

I Total project area: 6.04 acres 

Construction site area to be disturbed: 6.04 acres 

I Limits of construction: 6.04 acres 

I 
Percentage impervious area before construction: 43 % 

Runoff coefficient before construction: 0.68 

I 
Percentage impervious area after construction: 83 % 

Runoff coefficient after construction : 0.88 

Cut/Fill Volumes per Area: Net Fill 200 cubic yards 

I 
I Demonstration of how spoils will be handled during construction: 

I 
All vegetation removed from this site as a result from clearing and grubbing shall be mulched 
and stored on-site in the designated storage area for re-use in landscaped areas. Materials from 
trench excavation will be stored on a temporary spoils disposal site shown on the Site Plan. 

I 
Materials not used for backfill of the trenches will be transported to an approved off-site spoils 
disposal site. Inspections will evaluate areas for storing materials. If necessary, the materials 
must be covered. Also, protective berms or filter dikes must be installed, if needed, to contain 
runoff from material storage areas. As the majori ty of the construction areas are to be filled, onl y 
minimal spoils are expected. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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2.3 Phasing and Construction Sequence Plan 

Instructions: 

Provide maps and of disturbances, phasing, and temporary and permanent stabilization. 

For site plan review purposes, construction sequence must show the duration of each activity, as opposed 

to specific start and Prior to the start of construction though, the SWPPP must be updated with 

actual dates of start/finish for each activity outlined in this sequence. 

Provide length of time to install construction phase E&S controls. 

Provide length of time for identified phase of construction initial groundbreaking to final 

and any intermediate that would require modification of controls (temporary and ,...o"m'3r,ont 

stormwater ponds, clearing and grubbing, rough grade, final utilities, etc.). 

Identify areas within limits of construction (LaC) temporary stabilization and 

of installation, removal. Sequencing of cut and fill activities will be required to 

show how sediment is accounted for each time it is transported from initial 

disturbance to permanent stabilization. 

Identify schedule for permanent stabilization. 

Identify schedule for converting temporary controls to permanent functions (e.g. basins). 

Identify schedule for removal of controls. 

Identify maintenance schedule for Construction Phase BMPs. 


• 	 Phase I 

SEQUENCE OF 

1 with owner. 

2. 	 Temporary erosion and sedimentation controls are to installed as indicated on the approved site plan 

or subdivision construction plan and in accordance with the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 
(SWPPP) and Contributing Plan (CZP) that is required to posted on the site. Install tree 
protection and initiate tree mitigation measures. 

3. 	 Hold pre-construction I"flnTl>fl>nl'1> 

4. 	 The Site Supervisor, and/or Responsible Party, and the Contractor Will follow 
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and CZP posted on Temporary erosion and 
sedimentation controls will if needed, to comply with Ins[)ectors' directives, and revised 
construction schedule water quality plan plan. 

5. 	 Temporary erosion and will be inspected and in accordance with the 
Storm Water Pollution Prevention (SWPPP) and CZP posted on the site. 

6. 	 Begin site clearing/construction (or demolition) activities. 

7. 	 Construction areas should stripped of all vegetation, loose topsoil, and boulders. 
8. 	 Temporary controls to be inspected and maintained weekly and prior to antiCipated rainfall events, and 

after rainfall events, as needed. 
9. 	 Rough grade site in accordance with plans and specifications. 
10. Complete construction and 	 of the site and installation of 
11. Construct "all weather driving 

12. 	 Complete grading, drainage, of base material and/or paving should occur as soon 
as it is feasible to do so. 

13. Hydromulch or sod disturbed areas and clean-up site. 
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I Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 
14. Finalize all site improvements. 

I 15. Permanent water quality ponds or controls will be cleaned out and filter media will be installed prior 
to/concurrently with re-vegetation of site. 

I 
16. Upon completion of the site construction and re-vegetation of a project site, the design engineer shall 

submit an engineer's letter of concurrence to the local permitting authority indicating that construction, 
including re-vegetation, is complete and in substantial conformity with the approved plans. After receiving 
this letter, a final inspection will be scheduled by the appropriate inspector. 

I 17. Upon completion of landscape installation of a project site, the Landscape Architect shall submit a letter of 
concurrence to the local permitting authority indicating that the required landscaping is complete and in 

I 
substantial conformity with the approved plans. After receiving this letter, a final inspection will be 
scheduled by the appropriate Inspector. 

18. After a final inspection has been conducted by the Inspector and with approval from the Inspector, remove 

I 
the temporary erosion and sedimentation controls and complete any necessary final re-vegetation 
resulting from removal of the controls. Conduct any maintenance and rehabilitation of the water quality 
ponds or controls. 

I 
19. Permanent controls will be cleaned out and filter media will be installed prior to/concurrently with re

vegetation of site. 

20. If disturbed area is not to be worked on for more than 14 days, disturbed area need to be stabilized by re
vegetation, mulch, tarp or re-vegetation matting. 

I 21. Final cleaning of erosion and sedimentation controls and storm drain structures. This shall occur prior to 
final payment. 

I 
22. Dispose of all construction debris and trash. Re-vegetate disturbed areas, and complete permanent 

erosion control and site restoration, or execute adeveloper's contract for the re-vegetation. Remove 
temporary erosion/sedimentation controls and tree protection. Restore any areas disturbed during 
removal of erosion/sedimentation controls. 

I 23. Receive city clearance for occupancy. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 

I 


2.4 Potential Sources ofPollution 
I 


Instructions: 


Identify and list all potential sources of sediment. which may reasonably be expected to quality of 
 I
stormwater discharges from construction site. 

Identify and list all potential sources of pollution. than which may reasonably be expected 

to affect the quality of discharges from the construction site. 
Describe pollution I"nni,rnl", and devices. 

Potential sources of sediment to storm water runoff: 

vehicular traffic, clearing and grubbing operations, 
construction activity, site demolition, utility installation, and 

Potential pollutants and than sediment, to stormwater 
nAYC..'"\! sanitary facilities, oil site 

adhesives, 

procedures 

silt fence, inlet compliance with local and state sanitary regulations, 

1".11",<",,-, area for equipment and repair, runoff with 

treated and disposed at a disposal facility. 

Trade Name Material Location 

17,2007EPA Template. Version 1.1, 
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site excavation 
operations. I 


building I
trash. 
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I Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
Brookshire Brothers Lake 

I 
SECTION 3: GRADING AND EROSION/SEDIMENT CONTROL BMPsI 

Instructions: 

I 
I Describe the BMPs that will be implemented to control pollutants in stormwater discharges. For each 

major activity identified, do the following 
./' Clearly describe appropriate control measures. 

I 
./' Describe the general sequence during the construction process in which the measures will be 

implemented. 
./' Describe the maintenance and inspection procedures that will be used for that specific BMP. 

I 
./' Include protocols, thresholds, and schedules for cleaning, repairing, or replacing damaged or failing 

BMPs. 
./' Identify staff responsible for maintaining BMPs. 
./' (If your SWPPP is shared by multiple operators, indicate the operator responsible for each BMP.) 


- Plan sheets should show the following:


I ./' Direction of flow during grading operations. 

./' Location, description, and calculations for off-site flow diversion structures. 

./' Areas that will not be disturbed; natural features to be preserved.


I ./' Delineation of contributing drainage area to each proposed BMP (e.g., silt fence, sediment 

basin, etc.) 


./' Location and type of E&S BMPs for each phase of disturbance.


I ./' Calculations for BMPs as required . 


I 
./' Location and description of temporary stabilization measures. 
./' Location of on-site spoils, description of handling and disposal of borrow materials, and description of 

on-site permanent spoils disposal areas, including size, depth of fill and revegetation procedures. 
Categorize each BMP under one of the following 10 areas of BMP activity as described below: 

I 3.1 Minimize disturbed area and protect natural features and soil 
3.2 Control Stormwater flowing onto and through the project 
3.3 Stabilize Soils 

I 3.4 Protect Slopes 
3.5 Protect Storm Drain Inlets 
3.6 Establish Perimeter Controls and Sediment Barriers 

I 3.7 Retain Sediment On-Site and Control Dewatering Practices 
3.8 Establish Stabilized Construction Exits 
3.9 Any Additional BMPs

I Note the location of each BMP on your site map(s}. 
For any structural BMPs, you should provide design specifications and details and refer to them. 

I 

I 

I 
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IStormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 
3. 1 Minimize Disturbed Area and Protect Natural Features and Soil 

IInstructions: 

Describe the areas that will be disturbed with each phase of construction and the methods (e.g., signs, 

fences) that you will use to protect those areas that should not be disturbed. Describe natural features 
 I
identified earlier and how each will be protected during construction activity. Also describe how topsoil will 

be preserved. Include these areas and associated BMPs on your site map(s) also. 

Provide any necessary calculations. Computations shall be required for BMPs that rely on detention, 
 I
sedimentation, filtration, diversion and velocity control. 

I 
There are no natural features on the site. There are no existing areas of preserved vegetation . 

I 
BMP Description: 

Installation Schedule: 
Maintenance and 
Inspection: 
Responsible Staff 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 
3.2 Control Stormwater Flowing onto and through the Project 

I Instructions: 

Describe structural practices (e.g., diversions, berms, ditches, storage basins) including design


I specifications and details used to divert flows from exposed soils, retain or detain flows, or otherwise limit 

runoff and the discharge of pollutants from exposed areas of the site. 

Provide any necessary calculations. Computations shall be required for BMPs that rely on detention,


I sedimentation, filtration, diversion and velocity control. 


I BMP Description: Perimeter protection using reinforced silt fencing 

I 

I 


Installation Schedule: Prior to any site work in the area. 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Inspect weekly and after rain events of >0.5 inches. 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 

I BMP Description: Rock Berm - Temporary sedimentation will be sent by the Pond Pumps 
through a 30-foot Rock Berm on the south edge of the detention pond. 

I 

I 

See the plans for the location of Rock Berms. 

I 
Inspection and Maintenance Guidelines for Rock Berms per TCEQ RG-348 (July 2005): 

I (1) Inspection should be made weekly and after each rainfall by the responsible party. For 
installations in streambeds, additional daily inspections should be made. 

(2) Remove sediment and other debris when buildup reaches 6 inches and dispose of the

I accumulated silt in an approved manner that will not cause any additional siltation. 

(3) Repair any loose wire sheathing. 

I (4) The berm should be reshaped as needed during inspection. 

I 
(5) The berm should be replaced when the structure ceases to function as intended due to silt 

accumulation among the rocks, washout, construction traffic damage, etc. 

(6) The rock berm should be left in place until all upstream areas are stabilized and 
accumulated silt removed. 

I 

I 
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Installation Schedule: Prior to any clearing. 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Inspect weekly and after rain events of >0.5 inches. 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 

I 



I 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Lake 

City of Berm Detail 639 


600mm 

(2') MIN. 


VEN \/VIAE SHEATHING 

I 

600 mm ---,1----+ 

(24") MIN. 

100mm 

I 

I 

I 


(4'') I 

CROSS SECTION 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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I Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 
BMP Description: Flow Spreader 

I 

I 


Installation Schedule: Prior to any site work in the area. 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Inspect weekly and after rain events of >0.5 inches. 

Responsible Staff Construction Manager 

Inspection and Maintenance Guidelines for Flow Spreaders - TCEQ RG-348 (July 2005): 

I (1) The measure should be inspected after every rainfall and repairs made, if required. 

(2) Flow spreader lip should remain at 0% slope to allow proper function of measure. 

I (3) The contractor should avoid the placement of any material on and prevent construction 

I 
traffic across the structure. If the measure is damaged by construction traffic, it should be 
repaired immediately. 

Flow Spreader detail: 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I CALCULATED FLO OF 5. l2 CF'S IS5320 cia 

-
34 803 

'20 1H A 50" CLOGCI G CTOR 

I ' .334

I FLOW SPREADER 

CROSS SECTION 

J..--_...5S~to!!.!r!!m~w~t ~!!:!!~!!!~2!!.!!I!~!...._--1 MI. U ER OF PERFORAlED 
HOLEs REQUIRED TO DISCHARGE TttE 

I 
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I
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Lake 

I 
3.3 Stabilize Soils 

Iinstructions: 

Describe controls (e,g" interim seeding with native vegetation, hydroseeding) to stabilize exposed soils 

where construction activities have temporarily or permanently ceased, Also describe measures to control 
 Idust generation, Avoid using impervious surfaces for stabilization whenever possible, 

Provide any necessary calculations, Computations shall be required for BMPs that rely on detention, 

sedimentation, filtration, diversion and velocity control, 
 I 


I 

BMP Description: Temporary Hydromulch Seeding to provide protection to exposed soils 

during short periods of construction, and to provide soil stabilization. 

D Permanent [2J Temporary I 
Installation Schedule: Within 24 days after construction cease and no construction for 

14 days. 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Inspect weekly. Temporary erosion control shall be acceptable 
when the grass has grown at least 1 112 inches high with 95% 

coverage, provided no bare spots larger than 16 square feet exist. ' 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 

I 

I 

I 


BMP Description: Dust controllW ater Trucks 

D Permanent [2J Temporary 

Installation Schedule: As needed once site grading has commenced and during windy 
conditions while site grading is occurring. 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Inspect daily and after rain events of >0.5 inches, 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 

I 

I 

I 


BMP Description: I
D Permanent D Temporary 

Installation Schedule: 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Responsible Staff: 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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I 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Lake 

I 
3.4 Protect Slopes 

I 

I 


Instructions: 

Describe controls (e.g., erosion control blankets, tackifiers, rip rap, biotechnical slope stabilization) 
including design specifications and details that will be implemented to protect all slopes. 
Provide any necessary calculations. Computations shall be required for BMPs that rely on detention, 
sedimentation, filtration, diversion and velocity control. 

BMP Description: Re-vegetation 

I 

I 


Installation Schedule: Seeding as soon as possible after completion of final grades 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

N/A 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 

I BMP Description: 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Installation Schedule: 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Responsible Staff: 
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I

Storm water Pollution Prevention 

Brookshire Brothers 

I 

Protect Storm Drain Inlets 

Instructions: 

Describe controls including design ;')...~dfii.,,:m\J";,) and details that will be implemented to protect all inlets 
receiving stormwater from the project during the entire project. 

Provide any necessary calculations. Computations shall be required for BMPs that rely on detention, 

sedimentation, filtration, diversion and velocity control. 


I 

I 

I 

I 

I 


Construction I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 


WIRE FRAME 

FilTER MEDIA 

FILTERED STORM WATER 

FILTER MEOlA PROPERTIES: Mono-filament Woven Filter Fabric 
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Description: 


Installation Schedule: 


Inlet Protection detail: 



I 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Lake 

I 
3.6 Establish Perimeter Controls and Sediment Barriers 

I Instructions: 

- Describe structural practices (e.g., silt fences or mulch berms) including design specifications and details

I to filter and trap sediment before it leaves the construction site. 
- Provide any necessary calculations. Computations shall be required for BMPs that rely on detention, 

sedimentation, filtration, diversion and velocity control.

I 

I 


BMP Description: Silt Fence 

I 

I 


Installation Schedule: Prior to any site work in the area. 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Inspect weekly and after rain events of >0.5 inches. 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 

Silt Fence detail: 

I STEEL OR WOOD FENCE POSTS 
MAX.. 2..4 m(81 SPACING 

SilT FENCE FABRIC

I :l' )( 411 WELDED VlllRE 
BACKING SUPPORT FOR 
FABRIC (12.8 GA. WIRE) 

I 
I 
I 
I FABRIC TO&IN 

TRENCH (BACKFlLLED) 

I STANDARD SYMBOl 
FOR SllT FENCE (SF) 

I SF 

I 

I 
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I 
<..:t",rrrnu<:>t.or Pollution Prevention Plan 

Brookshire Brothers Can 

I 
3.7 Retain Sediment On-Site 

IInstructions: 

sediment control practices (e.g., sediment trap or sediment basin), including design 

specificatiolns and details (volume, dimensions, outlet structure) that will be implemented at the 
 Iconstruction site to retain sediments on-site. 
Provide any necessary calculations. Computations be required for BMPs that rely on detention, 
sedimentation, filtration, diversion and velocity control. I 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Responsible Staff: Construction 

location of Rock Benns. 

of Rock Berm Detail 

sent by the Pond Pumps through a 
detention pond. 

rain events of>0.5 inches. 

100mm 
(4" 

I 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

CROSS,SECTIONROCK BERM I 
I 
I 
I 
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7' )I 4" WELDED IlllfiE 
BACKING 8UPPORT Fa\ 
FABRIC (12.8 GA. WIRE) 

I 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 

I 


BMP Description: Silt Fence 

Installation Schedule: Prior to any site work in the area. 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Inspect weekly and after rain events of >0.5 inches. 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 

FABRIC TQE.lN 
TRENCH (BACKFILLED) 

t; 

I 

I 


Silt Fence detail: 

I 
SILT FENCE FAI!IRIC 

II 
I 
I 
I 

STANDARD 8VMBa.. 

I FOR 81LT FENCE (SF) 

SF ... 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

ulomml(ejMIN. 

t...m~ 
(e") MIN. --r~ , 

TRENCH CROSS SEcnON 
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-------------

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Responsible Staff: 

to construction activity on the 
pads will remain in place until the 

is installed at the site. 

events of>0.5 inches. 

Stabilized Construction 

I 

"'t",rrn'A/!:lt,c.r Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Lake 

I 

3.8 Establish Stabilized Construction 

I 

Instructions: 

Describe location(s) of vehicle entrance(s) and to remove accumulated sediment off-

site (e.g., vehicle tracking), and stabilization practices (e.g., stone pads or wash racks or both) to minimize 
 I 

off-site vehicle tracking of sediments and discharges to stormwater. 

Provide any necessary calculations. Computations shall be required for BMPs that rely on detention, 
 I
sedimentation, filtration, diversion and velocity control. 

I 

BMP Description: I
Installation 

I 

I 

I 

I 


EXISTING GRADE 
ROADWAY I 


I 

PROVIDE APPROPRIA TE TRANSITION 


ST ABILIZED CONSTRUCTION 
 I

AND PUBLIC RIGHT-OF-WAY 


5 m 
 I 

I
R.O.W • 

------------1. ....... 
 I 


(50') MIN. 

GRADE TO PREVENT RUNOFF 
FROM LEAVING· SITE 

(50') MIN. 

15 m 

AN VIEW 
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I 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 
3.9 Additional BMPs 

I 
I 

Instructions: 


Describe additional BMPs that do not fit into the above categories. 

Provide any necessary calculations. Computations shall be required for BMPs that rely on detention, 
sedimentation, filtration, diversion and velocity control. 

I 

I 


BMP Description: No Additional BMPs were identified. 

I 

I 


Installation Schedule: N/A 

Maintenance and N/A 
Inspection: 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 

I BMP Description: 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Installation Schedule: 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Responsible Staff: 
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I 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 
SECTION 4: GOOD HOUSEKEEPING BMPs I 

Instructions: 


Describe the key good housekeeping and pollution prevention (P2) BMPs that will be implemented to 
 I
control pollutants in stormwater. 


- Categorize each good housekeeping and pollution prevention (P2) BMP under one of the following seven 

categories: 
 I 
4.1 Material Handling and Waste Management 
4.2 Establish Proper Building Material Staging Areas 
4.3 Designate Washout Areas I 
4.4 Establish Proper EquipmenWehicle Fueling and Maintenance Practices 
4.5 Allowable Non-Stormwater Discharges and Control EquipmenWehicle Washing 
4.6 Spill Prevention and Control Plan I 
4.7 Any Additional BMPs 

For more information, see SWPPP Guide, Chapter 5. 
 I- Consult your state's design manual or resources in Appendix Dof the SWPPP Guide. 


- For more information or ideas on BMPs, see EPA's National Menu of BMPs 

http://www.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/menuofbmps 
 I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 
4.1 Material Handling and Waste Management 

I 
Instructions: 

'I Describe measures (e.g., trash disposal, sanitary wastes, recycling, and proper material handling) to 

I 
prevent the discharge of solid materials to receiving waters, except as authorized by a permit issued under 
section 404 of the CWA. (For more information, see SWPPP Guide, Chapter 5, P2 Principle 1.) 
Also, see EPA's General Construction Site Waste Management BMP Fact Sheet at 
www.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/menuofbmps/construction/cons wasteman 

I 
BMP Description: Sanitary Facilities 

Installation Schedule: Prior to construction 

Maintenance and Weekly. 
Inspection: 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 

BMP Description: Solid Waste Disposal 

Installation Schedule: Prior to demolition 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

After demolition and prior to haul off. 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 

BMP Description: 

Installation Schedule: 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Responsible Staff: 

I 

I 

!I 
I 
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I
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 
4.2 Establish Proper Building Material Staging Areas 

IInstructions: 

Describe construction materials expected to be stored on-site and procedures for storage of materials to 

minimize exposure of the materials to stormwater. (For more information, see SWPPP Guide, Chapter 5, 
 IP2 Principle 2.) 

I 
BMP Description: Cover Spoils Material 

Installation Schedule: As necessary 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Weekly and after a rainfall of 0.5 inches or greater 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 

I 

I 


BMP Description: Designated Construction Staging Area I 
Installation Schedule: Prior to construction 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Weekly and after a rainfall of 0.5 inches or greater 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 

I 

I 


Installation Schedule: 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Responsible Staff: 

BMP Description: I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 
4.3 Designate Washout Areas 

I Instructions: 

Describe location(s) and controls to eliminate the potential for discharges from washout areas for concrete

I mixers, paint, stucco, and so on. (For more information, see SWPPP Guide, Chapter 5, P2 Principle 3.) 
Also, see EPA's Concrete Washout BMP Fact Sheet at 
www.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/menuofbmps/construction/concrete wash

I 
I BMP Description: Prefabricated washout container 

I 
I 
I BMP Description:. 

Installation Schedule: Prior to use of concrete on site. 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Weekly and after a rainfall of 0.5 inches or greater. 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 

I 

Installation Schedule: 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Responsible Staff: I 

I 

I 

II 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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I

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Lake 

I 

4.4 	 Establish Proper EquipmenWehic/e Fueling and Maintenance 

Practices I 

Instructions: 

- Describe equipmentJvehicle fueling and maintenance practices that will be implemented to control I

pollutants to stormwater (e.g., secondary containment, drip pans, kits). more see 

Vehicle Maintenance and Washing Areas BMP Fact Sheet at 
SWPPP 5, P2 Principle 4.) 

I 

I 


BMP Description: Vehicles and equipment 

are to be 
Involved will be 
any spills will be stored on 
immediately cleaned up and 

tanks. 

I 

I 

I 


Responsible Staff: Construction Manager I 

BMP Description: I 


I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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Installation Schedule: 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: I 

I 

I 



I 
I 
I 
I 

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

4.5 Control EquipmenWehicle Washing 

Instructions: 

Describe equipment/vehicle washing practices that will be implemented to control pollutants to stormwater. 
(For more information, see SWPPP Guide, Chapter 5, P2 Principle 5.) 

Also, see EPA's Vehicle Maintenance and Washing Areas BMP Fact Sheet at 

www.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/menuofbmps/construction/vehicile maintain 


BMP Description: All Vehicle and Equipment Washing will be conducted off-site. 

Installation Schedule: N /A 

Maintenance and N/A 
Inspection: 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 

BMP Description:

I Installation Schedule: 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Responsible Staff: I 

I 

I 

I 

II 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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I
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Lake 

I 
4.6 Spill Prevention and Control Plan I 

Instructions: 

Describe the spill prevention and control plan to include ways to reduce the chance of spills, stop the 
source of spills, contain and clean up spills, dispose of materials contaminated by spills, and train 
personnel responsible for spill prevention and control. (For more information, see SWPPP Guide, Chapter 
5, P2 Principle 6.) 
Also, see EPA's Spill Prevention and Control Plan BMP Fact sheet at 
www.epa.9ov/n pdes/stormwater/menuofbmps/construction/spi II control 

The most likely instances of a spill of hydrocarbons or hazardous substances are: 

1. Refueling construction equipment. 

2. Performing operator-level maintenance, including adding petroleum, oils, or lubricants. 

3. Unscheduled or emergency repairs, such as hydraulic fluid leaks. 

Every effort will be taken to be cautious and prevent spills. In the event of a fuel or hazardous 
substance spill as defined by the Reportable Quantities Table 1 (page 3) of the TCEQ's Small
Business Handbook for Spill Response (RG-285, June 1997), the contractor is required to clean 
up the spill and notify the TCEQ as required in RG-285. 

General Measures (TCEQ RG-285): 
(1) To the extent that the work can be accomplished safely, spills of oil, petroleum 

products, substances listed under 40 CFR parts 110,117, and 302, and sanitary and 
septic wastes should be contained and cleaned up immediately. 

(2) Store hazardous materials and wastes in covered containers and protect from 
vandalism. 

(3) Place a stockpile of spill cleanup materials where it will be readily accessible. 

(4) Train employees in spill prevention and cleanup. 

(5) Designate responsible individuals to oversee and enforce control measures. 

(6) Spills should be covered and protected from storm water runon during rainfall to the 
extent that it doesn't compromise clean up activities. 

(7) Do not bury or wash spills with water. 

(8) Store and dispose of used clean up materials, contaminated materials, and recovered 
spill material that is no longer suitable for the intended purpose in conformance with 
the provisions in applicable BMPs. 

(9) Do not allow water used for cleaning and decontamination to enter stonn drains or 
watercourses. Collect and dispose of contaminated water in accordance with applicable 
regulations. 

(10) 	 Contain water overflow or minor water spillage and do not allow it to discharge into 
drainage facilities or watercourses. 

(11) 	 Place Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), as well as proper storage, cleanup, and 
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I 

I 


spill reporting instructions for hazardous materials on 

I 
site in 

an 
waste storage 

conspicuous, and accessible location. 
(1 

I 
areas clean, well-organized, and 

as 

with ample cleanup 
as appropriate for the materials being stored. controls, containment 

covers, and liners should be repaired or to 
proper function. 

I 
I 

and spills immediately. 

on paved surfaces, 
for larger spills. If the spilled 

are also hazardous and must 

I properly. See the waste 
(3) 

small spills 

down or bury dry material spills. 
dispose 

a damp mop 

as 

cleanup, and 
then 
waste. 

I 

used 

as possible 
specific 

spilled materials. 

etc. which can be 

I first responder at the discovery of the spill. 
involve small quantities of oil, 

I 
on small spills rather than hosing down or spill. 

should be promptly removed and disposed 

below for a minor spill: 

of the spill. 

I 
area and properly dispose of 

I 

I 

I 


Notify the project foreman immediately. 

I "dry" methods 
and/or rags). Contain the spill by 

clean up 
with absorbent 

(3) spill occurs on paved or impermeable 

spill spread widely. 

other 

still can be controlled by the 
as laborers and the foreman, etc. This 

Spills should 
(1) 

up immediately: 

of the spill. 

I 
 (4) occurs areas, immediately contain the spill by 
 an earthen 

occurs 
properly dispose of contaminated soil. 

(5) during rain, cover spill with tarps or other to prevent 

I 

I 
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Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

Significant / Hazardous Spills (TCEQ RG-285): 

For significant or hazardous spills that are in reportable quantities: 


(1) Notify the TCEQ by telephone as soon as possible and within 24 hours at 512-339-2929 
(Austin) or 210-490-3096 (San Antonio) between 8 AM and 5 PM. After hours, contact 
the Environmental Release Hotline at 1-800-832-8224. It is the contractor's responsibility 
to have all emergency phone numbers at the construction site. 

(2) For spills 	of federal reportable quantities, in conformance with the requirements in 40 
CFR parts 110,119, and 302, the contractor should notify the National Response Center at 
(800) 424-8802. 

(3) Notification should first be made by telephone and followed up with a written report. 

(4) The services 	of a spills contractor or a Haz-Mat team should be obtained immediately. 
Construction personnel should not attempt to clean up until the appropriate and qualified 
staffs have arrived at the job site. 

(5) Other agencies which may need 	to be consulted includ e, but are not limited to, the City 
Police Department, County Sheriff Office, Fire Departments, etc. 

More information on spill rules and appropriate responses is available on the TCEQ website at: 
http://www.tnrcc.state.tx.us/enforcement/ emergency response.html. 

During business hours report spills to the TCEQ's San Antonio Regional Office at (210) 490
3096, after business hours call 1-800-832-8224, the Environmental Response Hotline or (512) 
463-7727, the TCEQ Spill Reporting Hotline, which is also answered 24 hours a day. 

BMP Description: Spill Prevention and Control Procedures and Employee Training 

Installation Schedule: The spill prevention and control procedures will be implemented 
at start of construction activities on site. 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

All personnel will be instructed during regular training sessions 
on the correct procedures for prevention and control of spills. 
Notices stating the spill prevention and control practices will be 
posted in the on-site project office trailer, and the Construction 
Manager will be responsible for implementation of these 
practices. 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
..... tnrt'n'AI"'t'or Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Lake 

I 
I 4.7 Any Additional BMPs 

I Indicate the problem they are 

I 

I No Additional BMPs were 

N/A 

I N/A 

BMP 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 


Responsible Staff: 
 Construction Manager 

I 
I BMP Description: 

I 

Installation Schedule: 

Maintenance 
Inspection: 

Responsible Staff: 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
<.:tt"'l,rrv....""t,"r Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Lake 

I 
4.8 Allowable Non-Stormwater Management 

I 
Instructions: 

Identify all allowable sources of non-stonnwater that are not identified. The allowable non
stormwater discharges identified might include the following your permit for an exact list): 
 I 
if Waters used to wash vehicles where detergents are not 

if Water used to control dust 
 Iif Potable water including uncontaminated water line flushings 

if Routine external building wash down that does not use detergents 

if Pavement wash waters where spills or leaks of toxic or 1'l::::a7'::::aff'lt'll 
 I(unless all spilled material has been removed) and 

if Uncontaminated air conditioning or compressor condensate 

if Uncontaminated ground water or spring water 
 I 
if Foundation or footing drains where flows are not with orcx:ess m<>'of,,,,IC! as 


solvents 

if Uncontaminated excavation dewatering 
 I 
if Landscape irrigation 

Identify measures used to eliminate or reduce 
 to prevent them from 

becoming contaminated. 
 I 
For more information, see SWPPP Guide, Chapter 3A 

I 
List allowable non-stonnwater discharges the measures used to eliminate or them and to prevent them 
from contaminated: I 
BMP Description: 	Landscape Irrigation. onto 

impenneable surfaces such as Waters will be I 
directed onto soil and lawns by using 	 sprinklers with 
adjustable spray patterns with low-flow rates. IInstallation Schedule: After installation of planned landscaping 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Inspect for excess watering after each 
discharge and adjust watering and 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 
I 

I 

BMP Description: Any changes in construction activities that produce 
stonn water discharges will be identified, and 
to reflect implementation of appropriate erosion and I 

Installation Schedule: NIA 

Maintenance and NIA 
Inspection: 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 
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I 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Lake 

I 
SECTION 5: SELECTING POST..CONSTRUCTION BMPsI 

Instructions: 

I Describe all post-construction stormwater management measures that will be installed during the 
construction process to control pollutants in stormwater discharges after construction operations have 
been completed. Examples of post-construction BMPs include the following:

I if Sedimentation/Filtration Systems 

I 
if Wet Ponds 

if Retention/Irrigation Systems 

if Vegetative Filter Strips 


I 
if Biofiltration 

if Rainwater Harvesting 


I 

if Rain Garden 

Identify any applicable federal, state, local, or tribal requirements for design or installation. 

Describe how low-impact designs or smart growth considerations have been incorporated into the design. 

For any structural BMPs, you should have design specifications and details and refer to them. 

I 
I BMP Description: Water Quality Controls 

I 
I 
I 

Installation Schedule: Pennanent water quality ponds or controls will be cleaned out and 
filter media will be installed prior to/concurrently with 
re-vegetation of site. Re-vegetate site within 7 days of blinging 
site to final grade. 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

After re-vegetation of site. 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 

BMP Description: Re-vegetation 

I 

I 


Installation Schedule: Seeding within 7 days of bringing site to final grade. 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

After re-vegetation of site. 

Responsible Staff: Construction Manager 

I 

I 

I 
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I
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Lake 

I 
SECTION 6: INSPECTIONS 

I 
6. 1 Inspections 

I 
Instructions: 


Identify the individual{s) rocr't"Inc,,"'o for conducting inspections and describe their qualifications 

(CPESC/CESSWI). 

be used. 

Describe frequency 

and intensity. 

Note that inspection details 


the inspection form (see ECM Appendix P-S for template) that will I 
will occur at your site including any correlations to storm frequency I 

particular BMPs should be included in Sections 3 and 4. 
You should also document the and maintenance that you undertake as a result of your nsoecllons 
These actions can be documented in the corrective action log described in Part 6.3 below. I 
For more on this topic, see SWPPP Guide, Chapters 6and S. 

I 
1. Inspection Personnel: Identify the person(s) who will be responsible for conducting ,nCrIOl'f"t"InC Idescribe their qualifications: 


Construction Manager 


I 

I 


2. Inspection Schedule and ,.,rc»ce,Qw'e 

Describe the inspection you have developed for your site (include frequency of I
inspections for each BMP or group of BMPs, indicate when you will inspect, e.g., before/during/and after rain 

events, spot inspections): 

Weekly inspections and a of 0.5 inches or greater 
 I 

IDescribe the general procedures for 1't"I,.,.·ol'f,,'" nl....hl'~mc when they are identified. Include responsible 
and time frames for making corrections: 

Corrections to be made within IConstruction Manager 

IAttach acopy of the inspection report you will use 
See Attached Inspection on 

I 

I 
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___________ _ 

I 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 
Appendix P-8 - Inspection Report 

I Project Name: Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

swppp Contact: _----.:C::;..;O=...;N:.....:.T....:....;RA:.....=......:.C=-=-TO.=..:.....;R~_________
I 
,I 

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICE 
INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE REPORT FORM 

SILT FENCE 

I Name of Inspector: ________ Inspection Date: _________ 

Days Since Last Rainfall: ______ Amount of Last Rainfall : inches 

I 
I Where is the 

Silt Fence 
Located? 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Is the Bottom of 
the Fabric Still 

Buried? 

Is the Fabric 
Are the Posts Torn or 

Tipping Over? 
Sa22in2? 

MAINTENANCE REQUIRED FOR SILT FENCE: 


How Deep is the 

Sediment? 


I 
TO BE PERFORMED BY: _______ ON OR BEFORE: _____ 

I 
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I

Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Lake 

I 

Pr~ectName: ______~====~~~~~==~~~~__________ 

swppp Contact: __=-=..:...;;..;.~.::...:::::-:....;;:;;..::.....::.-__________ I 

BEST MANAGEMENT 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE FORM I 

INLET PROTECTION I 


Name of Inspector: ________ 

Rainfall: ____ inchesDays Since Last Rainfall: ______ Amount I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 


MAINTENANCE REQUIRED FOR INLET PROTECTION BARRIERS: _____ 


I 

TO PERFORMED BY: ________ ON OR I 


I 

SWPPP Template, Version 1.1, September 17,2007 
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I 
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Lake 

I 
I Contact: __-=-.::::....:....::....:.....:.....::......::...::::......:....;::....:....::..___________ 

I 
 BEST MANAGEMENT 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 

I 
 STABILIZED CONSTRUCTION 


Rainfall: ______I Rainfall: inches 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

FOR STABILIZED CONSTRUCTION 


I 


I TO PERFORMED BY: ________ ON OR BEFORE: _____ 

I 

1.1, September 17, 2007 ofEPA SWPPP 

I 
I 

I 



-----

____ _ 

I
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 
Project Name: ____-=B:....:,.r=o=o=ks=h...:.,:i.!...:re=-.=B:....:,.ro=t=..:...h.:...::e:....:,.rs=--=C::..,:a::..:.n..:...Jv'--"o:....:,.n.:......=La=k:....:..e=---____ 

SWPPP Contact: ___C=O=-:....N:....!T....:....RA..::......:..::C~T.:.....;O=..:.....:R~__________ I 
BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICE 


INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE REPORT FORM 

(Completed weekly or as soon as possible after a significant stonn event) 
 I 

Name of Inspector: __________ Inspection Date: ___________ 
Days Since Last Rainfall: _______ I 
Amount of Last Rainfall: inches 

STABILIZATION MEASURES I 
Area or Date Since 

Drainage Last 
Areas* Disturbance 

Date of Next Stabilized 
(Yes or No)Disturbance 

Current
Control 

Conditions
Measures 

of Control IImplemented 
Measures 

I 
I 
I 
I* See site map for dramage areas. SIte may Include borrow sources, haul roads, contractor's yard, StockPileS, etc. 

** Areas that will be exposed more than 21 days must be stabilized within 14 days. 

STABILIZATION REQUIRED: __________________ I 

TO BE PERFORMED BY: ON OR BEFORE:
_______ 

Control Measure Codes 
1. Temporary Seeding 14. Rock Bed at Construction Exit 
2. Permanent Plant, Sod, or Seed 15. Timber Mat at Construction Entrance 
3. Mulch 16. Channel Liner 
4. Soil Retention Blanket 17. Sediment Trap 
5. Buffer Zone 18. Sediment Basin 
6. Preserve Natwal Resources 19. Storm Inlet Sediment Trap 
7. Silt Fence 20. Stone Outlet Structure 
8. Hay Bales 21. Curb and Guner 
9. Rock Berm 22. Storm Sewers 
10. Diversion Dike 23. Velocity Control Devices 
I I. Diversion Swale 24. Excess Dirt Removed From Road 
12. Pipe S lope Thain 25. Haul Roads Dampened for Dust 
13. Paved Flume 26. Cleanup of Possible Contaminants 

Condition Codes 
U - Upgrade Needed 
R - Replacement Needed 
M - Maintenance Needed 
C - Cleaning Needed 
I - Increase Measures 
S - Stable (no action required) 

I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my direction or supervision in accordance with a 
system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gathered and evaluated the information submined. Based on my inquiry or the person 
who manage the system or those persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the information submined is to the best of my 
knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submining false information, including the 
possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations. 

Signature: ______________________________ Date: ________ 
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I 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 
Project Name: ___=S",-ro;:;..;o::;..;.k=s,-,-h:..:..:.ir....::;e--=S::;..;.r....::;o..:.;,th...;..;:e=r=s--=C::;..;:a=n.;..&v....::;o..:...:n--=L=a::..:..k=e~____ 

I SWPPP Contact: CONTRACTOR 

I 

I 

I 
 Name of 


Inspector 

I 

I 

I 


II 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 


----~~~~~~~-------------------------

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICE 
INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE REPORT FORM 

Date 

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES LOG 

... iii 
- iii II
iii 0 .2 Ie- g iiii ll o 0 ~ .. l1li II ; -;; u; c:=o&:;: f! .. : 
II iii ... e.s:ii':a~ ..8~ ..8.l'O~ ~ ! 8. 0 

;; ::l!:f: II •• "e .. c:~ .. iii ~ ~~ "iii 0 ij:l!:l. II U01- (1) U rI) -II) 

Comments 

Date Additional Cban2es 

I 
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I
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Lake 

I 
6.2 Delegation ofAuthority 

I
Instructions: 

Identify the individual(s) or specifically describe the position where the construction site operator has 

delegated authority for the purposes of signing inspection reports, certifications, or other information. 
 I 

- Attach the delegation of authority form that will be used. 

I 
CONTRACTOR I 
CONTACT NAME 

ADDRESS 

City, TX zip code 
 I 
PHOI\JE NO. 

Fax: (###) ###-#### E-mail: E-MAIL 

Construction Manager 
 I 

IDuly Authorized Representative(s) or Position(s): 
CONTRACTOR 
CONTACT NAME IADDRESS 

City, TX zip code 

PHONE NO. 
 I 
Fax: (###) ###-#### E-mail: E-MAIL 
Construction Manager I 
Attach a copy of the signed delegation of authority form. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 
Delegation of Authority 

I I, , hereby designate the person or specifically described 
position below to be a duly authorized representative for the purpose of overseeing 

I compliance with the requirements of the Texas Pollution Discharge Elimination System 

I 
(TPDES) General Permit, as transferred to the Texas Commission on Environmental 
Quality (TCEQ), and any local governing agency having jurisdiction concerning erosion 
and sedimentation control at the Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 
construction site. 

I By signing this authorization, I confirm that I meet the requirements to make such a 
designation and that the designee above meets the definition of a "duly authorized 

I representative. " 

Duly Authorized Representative(s) or Position(s): 

I Construction Contractor: 

Contact Name: 

I Contact Position/Title: 

Address: 

I City, State, Zip Code: 

Telephone Number: 

I Fax / Email: 

Brookshire Brothers, Inc. 

Jerry A. Johnson 

President / CEO 

1201 Ellen Trout Drive 

Lufkin, TX 75904 

(936) 633-4619 


ejohnson@brookshirebros.com 

I I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared 
under my direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that 
qualified personnel properly gathered and evaluated the information submitted. Based 

I on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the system, or those persons 

I 
directly responsible for gathering the information, the information submitted is, to the 
best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there 
are penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine for knowing 
violations. 

I OwnerName: __ ~J~e~r~ry~A=.~J~o~n=s=o~n~____________________________ ___ 

I Company: ______~B~r~o~o~k=s~h~ir~e~B~ro~t~h=e~rs=!~I~n~c~._________________________ 

Title: ______...:..P...:..r..;:;.es=i=d=e~n..;:;.t.;...'~C-=E~O,,""""--________________ 

I Signature: __________________________________________________ _ 

Date: ______________________________________________________ _ 

I 
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I

Pollution Prevention Plan 

Brookshire Brothers 

I 

6.3 Corrective Action Log 

Instructions: 

Create here, or as an attachment, acorrective action log. describe repair, replacement, 
and maintenance of BMPs undertaken as a result inStlectilons and maintenance procedures 
described Actions related to the findings of should reference the specific inspection 
report. 
This log should f'I<lc('nl'\<l taken, date completed, and note the person that completed the work. 

I 

I 

I 


Corrective Action 
See following 55. 

EPASWPPP Version 1.1, September 17, 2007 
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-------------------
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

Corrective Action Log 
Project Name: ____-=B:..:...r~o~o.!..!.ks~h~i:..:....re=__=B:..:...r~o..:..:.th..:...:e::..:.r~s.....::C=..:a=.;n:....:..y,J....:.o:::..:n....:......:L:.=ac:...:k~e___________________ 


SWPPP Contact: ___....:::C~O::..:.N..!...-!..!rRA~C::::..T.!....O~R'____________________________ 


Inspection Inspector Name Description of BMP Corrective Action Needed Date Action Taken I 
Date Deficiency (including planned date I Responsible Person 

responsible person) 
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Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Lake 


SECTION 7: RECORDKEEPING AND TRAINING 

7. 1 Recordkeeping 

Instructions: 

- The following is a list of records you should keep at your 

Dates of grading, construction activity, and stabilization (which is f'ntU~l"l:IfI 


Acopy of the construction general permit (attach) 

The signed and certified NOI form or permit 

Acopy of the letter from EPA or/the notifying you of 

(attach) 

Inspection reports (attach) 

Records relating to endangered ;:)j.JI:I,w.II:I;:) 


Check your permit for o/i/i,tu".."",1 

- For more on this see _,Wj:.JIJIJ 

Rl:lf',r.rtie will be retained for aminimum period of at 3 the permit is 

will be maintained using the attached for 
Major activities occur 

activities temporarily or permanently cease on a portion the 
An area is temporarily or permanently stabilized 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
Brookshire Brothers Lake 

SITE STABILIZATION and CONSTRUCTION 


ACTIVITY DATES 


A record of dates will be maintaining using the log form below for the following activities: 
- major grading activities occur 
- construction activities temporarily or permanently cease on a portion of the site 
- an area is either temporarily or permanently stabilized 

Description of Activity: 

location: 

Begin DATE: 

End DATE: 

Site Contractor: 

Description of Activity: 

location: 

Begin DATE: 

End DATE: 

Site Contractor: 

Description of Activity: 

location: 

Begin DATE: 

End DATE: 

Site Contractor: 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Description of Activity: 

location: 

Begin DATE: 

End DATE: 

Site Contractor: 
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..::tn."rr""",t,Q" Pollution Prevention 

Brookshire Brothers 

I 

7.2 Log of Changes to the SWPPP I 


Instructions: 

Create a log here, or as an attachment, of changes and updates to the SWPPP. You should include I 

additions of new BMPs, replacement of failed significant changes in the activities or their timing on 

the project, changes in personnel, changes in and maintenance procedures, updates to 

maps, and so on, 
 I 


I 

I
....u ...'u)';'''''' and updates to the SWPPP 


Page 59. 
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I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

Appendix P-9 - SWPPP Amendment Log 
Project Name: _---=B=r~o=o::..:..k:..::::s:..:..;h:.:.:.ir...::::e:....:B=_r:....::o:::..:::t!...:.h.:::::.e.:...::rs::.....=:.=.!..,;:....t.=o.:....:n_=L=a=k=e==______________________ 

SWPPP Contact: CONTRACTOR 

"" """ 

~ -'..i"p edbAmendment No. Description of A ... Dateof a., ""*" ...................... ................"...".. .....u.""••"..........." repar "y 
:~..... lI-.:1!ii1 Title) 

": 

EPASWPPP lor...",," 1.1, ::::iAICltAlm 17,2007 of 



I

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Lake 

I 

7.3 Training 

I 

Instructions: 

Training your staff and subcontractors is an effective BMP. As with the other steps you take to prevent I
stormwater problems at your site, you should document training that you conduct for your staff, for 

those with specific stormwater responsibilities (e.g. installing, inspecting, and maintaining BMPs), and for 

subcontractors. 
 I
Include dates, number of subjects and length of training. 
For more on subject, see SWPPP Chapter 8. 

I 

Individual(s) Responsible I
Construction Manager 

Describe Training I 

Ie General stonnwater awareness and subcontractors: I 

Ie Detailed training stonnwater responsibilities: with 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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I 
I 

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

SECTION 8: PERMANENT STABILIZATION 


Instructions: 

Describe procedures for pennanent stabilization. If you complete major construction activities on part of 
your site, you can document your permanent stabilization efforts for that portion of the site. Many pennits 
will allow you to then discontinue inspection activities in these areas (be sure to check your pennit for 
exact requirements). You can amend or add to this section as areas of your project are finally stabilized. 
Additional requirements for permanent stabilization submittals include: 
./' Location and type of pennanent stabilization (e.g., vegetation, slope stabilization, sodding, seed/soil 

retention blanket, Flexible Growth Medium, Bonded Fiber Matrix, or rock rip rap). 
./' Establishment, irrigation, and maintenance plan for pennanent vegetation. Re-vegetation plans for all 

distUrbed areas on the site and information provided by the engineer should include any of the 
following which are applicable: 

• 	 Topsoil requirements 
• 	 Seed, sod, and mulch type and rate of application 

• 	 If seed is used to revegetate, include the soil retention blanket, FGM or BFM to be used until 
establishment. 

• 	 Irrigation schedule for pennanent vegetative establishment 

• 	 Application technique 
• 	 Maintenance requirements for each specific area 

• 	 Whether vegetation is to be temporary or pennanent 
• 	 Aclear definition of criteria to be utilized in detennining when acceptable revegetation has 

taken place (minimum requirements are 95 percent coverage with no bare areas exceeding 16 
square feet with a 1 % inch stand of grass) 

./' Landscaping installation and natural area restoration requirements may be applicable to certain 
developments. 

./' Specific locations shall be noted where special slope stabilization techniques are to be utilized, and the 
extent of stabilization to be achieved shall be described. 

./' Location and type of pennanent Stormwater management facilities (e.g., detention ponds, water quality 
ponds, outlet protection/velocity dissipaters) shall be described. 

./' A schematic representation of each control measure for each phase of construction, with adequate 
specifications for the measure, such as dimensions and length (or size), so that the feature can be built 
and maintained as intended. 

./' 	For detention/sedimentation control devices, a summary of calculations for runoff from the ten (10) year 
stonn. Calculations shall include velocity for each of the drainage sub basins to a control in the pre
disturbance, under construction, and pennanently stabilized conditions. 

Update your site plans to indicate areas that have achieved pennanent stabilization. 
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I 

I 

I
Construction Manager, Site Engineer 

Manager I 

I 

I 


Construction Manager Responsible Staff: 

I 


BMP Description: 

Installation Schedule: 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Responsible Staff: 

BMP Descri tion: 

Installation Schedule: 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

BMP tion: 
Installation Schedule: 

Maintenance and 
Inspection: 

Responsible Staff: 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·1 
I 
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I 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I 
SECTION 9: CERTIFICATION AND NOTIFICATION 

I SECTION 9: CERTIFICATION AND NOTIFICATION 

I Instructions: 

I 
- The SWPPP should be signed and certified by the construction operator(s}. Attach acopy of the NOI and 

permit authorization letter received from EPA or the state. 

I 
 I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my 


,I 

direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel 

properly gathered and evaluated the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or 

persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the 


I 

information, the information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, 

and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, 

including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations. 


Owner: 

I Name: JE~Y A. JOHNSON 
Title: ----'----P---I--'re~5.L...!...-'" ~cie~n-'--±L....J../~C-=-E-=--O_I 

( ) 7 ) / 

I Signature: Date:,/P;;r')'-,.f Ivk.- '- i I -11-\ j 
[ / ; c./ 

I Construction Contractor: 

Name: Title:

I 
Signature: Date: 

I Repeat as needed for multiple construction operators at the site 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I. I 
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I 
Storm water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 

Brookshire Brothers Lake 

I 
COMAL COUNTY PERMIT 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 

TEXAS COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY LETTER 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

Brookshire Brothers 

I 
CONSTRUCTION SITE NOTICE 

I 
I 
I 
I

LARGE CONSTRUCTION NOTICE 
FOR THE 

Texas Commission on Emironmental Quality I 
Stormwawr Program 

TPDES PERMIT TXR150000 I 
"PRIMARY OPERATOR" NOTICE 

IThis notice applies to construction sites operating under Part II.E.3. of the TPDES General Permit 

Number TXR150000 for of stormwater runoff from construction sites equal to or greater 

than five acres, the common plan of development. The information on tills notice is 


in Part IILD.2. of the permit. Additional information regarding the TCEQ 
 I
stormwater permit program may be found on the internet at 

(1. ific TPDES Authorization Number: 

OplJltl.LVI Name: 

Contact Name and Phone Number: 

Project n Physical address or descriptio," -L 

site's location, and estimated start date :l~oJected 
date, or date that disturbed soils will be s,ln, li7Pr! 

Location of Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan: 

SWPPP Template, Version 1.1, 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
Contributing Zone Plan (CZP) Vickrey &Associates, Inc. 
Brookshire Brothers at Canyon lake Page 29 

I 
3.0 NOTICE OF INTENT (NOI): 

I Insert copy here. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Texas Board of Professional Engineers Registration 1# F-1S9 



I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 




I TCEQ Office Use Only 
Pennit No.: 
RN: 

I 
eN: 
Region: 

I 
Notice of Intent (NOI) for Stormwater Discharges 

Associated with Construction Activity under TPDES 
General Permit (TXR150000) 

IMPORTANT: 
• 	 Use the INSTRUCTIONS to fill out each question in this form. 

I 
• Use the CHECKLIST to make certain all you filled out all required information. 

Incomplete applications WILL delay approval or result in automatic denial. 
• 	 Once processed your permit can be viewed at: 


http://Vlrvvw2.tceq.texas.gov/wq dpa/index.cfm 


I ePERMITS: Sign up now for online NOI: https:/!www3.tceq.texas.gov/steers/index.cfm 
Pay a $225 reduced application fee by using ePermits. 

I 
 APPLICATION FEE: 

• 	 You must pay the $325 Application Fee to TCEQ for the paper application to be 

complete. 

I 	 • Payment and NOI must be mailed to separate addresses. 
• 	 Did you know you can pay on line? 

• 	 Go to https:/!wvvw3.tceq.texas.gov/epay!index.cfm 

I 
 • Select Fee Type: GENERAL PERMIT CONSTRUCTION STORM WATER 

DISCHARGE NOI APPLICATION 

• 	 Provide your payment information below, for verification of payment:
D Mailed Check/Money Order No.: I Name Printed on Check: _______________ 
D EPAY Voucher No.: __--,--_____-:--___-=_____ 

Is the Payment Voucher copy attached? DYes

I RENEWAL: Is this NOI a Renewal of an existing General Permit Authorization? 
(Note: A permit calU10t be renewed after June 3,2013.) 

I 
I DYes The Permit number is: TXR15,______--,--_ 

(If a permit number is not provided, a new number will be assigned.) 
[!]No 

I 
1) OPERATOR (A licant) 
a) If the applicant is currently a customer with TCEQ, what is the Customer Number (CN) 

issued to this entity? You may search for your CN at: 
http://www12.tceq.texas.gov/crpub!index.cfm?fuseaction=cust.CustSearch 

I 
I TCEQ 20022 (03/05/2013) 	 Page 1 
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I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 




-------------------------------------

I 

I b) 

(The legal name must 
in the legal document 

(applicant) applying for 

or 

c) the application? The must an 
in TAC 305-44(a). 

I 

What is the name 
executive official 
Prefix (Mr. Ms. 

I 
Authority) contact information and 

at:(USPS)? You may verify 
d) What is the Operator 

address as r"I',-,an 

E-mail:I ~~~~~~~~~~~=--------------------------------------
Mailing Address:_12O--:__~______________________________________________ _1 

e) Indicate the type of will help determine your customer 
D Individual I 
 D Sole V'rAn,>",,,T,,''>''' 


[!] Corporation 
DTrust 
D Joint Venture 

I 
D Federal Government 

D State Government D City Government 
DOther 

I f) Independent Operator? ~Yes No 
(If governmental a larger corporation, check "No".) 

I orD 251-500; or 

h) Customer Business Tax and Filing Numbers: 


I (REQUIRED for Corporations and 
 Not Required for Individuals, 

I 

Government, or Sole Proprietors) 

State Franchise Tax ID Number: 

FederalTaxID: ~~~~~__~__~__~____________________________ 

Texas Secretary of State Charter 

DUNS Number (if known): ___________________ 


IfTCEQ needs additional information regarding this application, who should be contacted? 

I the application contact the same as 

Yes, go to Section No, 

I P.E. 

I TCEQ 20022 (03/05/2013) Page 2 

I 


I 
Internal Routing (Mail Code, 

Code:___ 

or 

I 



I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 




I 


I 
I Organization Name: Vickrey & Associates, Inc. 

Phone No.: (512) 494-8014 ext:____ Fax Number: (512) 494-8054 
E-mail: adodson@vickreyinc.com 

I 
Mailing Address: 1717 West 6th Street, Suite 260 
Internal Routing (Mail Code, Etc.): _______-------------,,..-------- 
City: Austin State:....;,;TX;,;:,::...,_____.ZIP Code:--'--7_8-"---70_3=---_____ 
Mailing Information if outside USA: 
Territory: Country Code: ______Postal Code: _________ 

I 3) REGULATED ENTITY eRE) INFORMATION ON PROJECT OR SITE 
If the site of your business is part of a larger business site or if other businesses were located at 
this site before yours, a Regulated Entity Number (RN) may already be assigned for the larger 

I site. Use the RN assigned for the larger site. Search TCEQ's Central Registry to see if the larger 
site may already be registered as a regulated site at: 
http://wv\'''''12. tceq. texas.gov / crpu b /index.cfm ?fuseaction=regent. RNSearch. 

I If the site is found, provide the assigned Regulated Entity Reference Number and provide the 
information for the site to be authorized through this application below. The site information 
for this authorization may vary from the larger site information. I a) TCEQ issued RE Reference Number (RN): RN_______________ 

I 
 b) Name of project or site (the name known by the community where located): 

Brookshire Brothers Canyon Lake 

I c) In your 0""11 words, briefly describe the primary business of the Regulated Entity: (Do not 
repeat the SIC and NAICS code): 
Grocery store and fueling station 

I d) County (or counties if > 1) ~C~oLJ..muawluCo.<.lo.L!u.LIn..uty_.1__-------------------&iIID 

e) Latitude: 29° 54' 51.9" N Longitude: 98° 12' 58.5" W 

I 
I f) Does the site have a physical address? 


~Yes, complete Section A for a physical address. 

D No, complete Section B for site location information. 


I 
Section A: Enter the physical address for the site. 
Verify the address with USPS. If the address is not recognized as a delivery address, provide 
the address as identified for overnight mail delivery, 911 emergency or other online map 
tools to confirm an address. 

I 
 Physical Address of Project or Site: 

Street Number: 18267 Street Name: F.M·306 

--~----------~---
City: Canyon Lake State: -=oT..:::,ex:..:..:a::..::s:....-.__ ZIP Code: 78133 

I 

I 

I TCEQ 20022 (03/05/2013) Page 3 
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I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 




I 


I 
I Section B: Enter the site location information. 

If no physical address (Street Number & Street Name), provide a written location access 
description to the site. (Ex.: located 2 miles west from intersection of Hwy 290 & IH35 
accessible on H20 South 

I 
Cityw e nearest city: 

I State:____T_e_x_a_s____ ZIP Code where the site is located: _________ 

4) GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 


I a) Is the project/site located on Indian Country Lands? 

DYes - If the answer is Yes, you must obtain authorization through EPA, Region 6. 

[!] No

I b) Is your construction activity associated with a facility that, when completed, would be 
associated with the exploration, development, or production of oil or gas or geothermal

I resources? 

I 
DYes - If the answer is Yes, you may be under jurisdiction of the Railroad Commission 

of Texas and may need to obtain authorization through EPA, Region 6. 
[!] No 

I 
c) What is the Primary Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Code that best describes the 

construction activity being conducted at the site? 
Primary SIC Code: .....5'-14-=-11=---_____ 

d) If applicable, what is the Secondary SIC Code(s): _______________

I e) What is the total number of acres disturbed? _6_.0_4-'-----a_cr_e_s______________ 

I t) Is the project site part of a larger common plan of development or sale? 

DYes - If the answer is Yes, the total number of acres disturbed can be less than 5 acres. 


I 
 [!] No - If the answer is No, the total number of acres disturbed must be 5 or more. If 

the total number of acres disturbed is less than 5 then the project site does not 

qualify for coverage through this Notice of Intent. Coverage will be denied. See 
the requirements in the general permit for small construction sites. 

I g) What is the name of the first water body(s) to receive the stormwater runoff or potential 
runoff from the site? 

I Canyon Lake 

h) What is the segment number(s) of the classified water body(s) that the discharge will 

I eventually reach? 
1805 

I 
I TCEQ 20022 (03/05/2013) Page 4 
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I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 




I 

I 

I 


i) Is the discharge into an MS4? 

DYes - If the answer is Yes, provide the name of the MS4 operator below. 


[!] No 

I 
 If Yes, provide the name of the MS4 operator: 


Note: The general permit requires you to send a copy of the NOI to the MS4 operator. 

I 
I j) Are any of the surface water bodies receiving discharges from the construction site on the 

latest EPA-approved CWA 303( d) List of impaired waters? 
[!] Yes - If the answer is Yes, provide the name(s) of the impaired water body(s) below. 

DNo 

I 
 IfYes, provide the name(s) of the impaired water body(s): 

Canyon Lake 

I k) Is the discharge or potential discharge within the Recharge Zone, Contributing Zone, or 
Contributing Zone within the Transition Zone of the Edwards Aquifer as defined in 30 TAC 
Chapter 213? 

[!] Yes - If the answer is Yes, complete certification below by checking "Yes.»

I DNo 

I I certify that a copy of the TCEQ a pproved Plan required by the Edwards Aquifer Rule 
(30 TAC Chapter 213) is either included or referenced in the Stormwater Pollution 
Prevention Plan. 


[!] Yes


I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I

II 

I 
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I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 




I 

I 


5) CERTIFICATION 

I Check Yes to the certifications below. Failure to indicate Yes to ALL items may result in denial 
of coverage under the general permit. 

I a) I certify that I have obtained a copy and understand the terms and conditions of the 
Construction General Permit (TXR150000) . DYes 

b) I certify that the full legal name of the entity applying for this permit has been Rrovided 

I and is legally authorized to do business in Texas. DYes 

I 
c) I understand that a Notice of Termination (NOT) must be submitted when this 

authorization is no longer needed. DYes 

I 
d) I certify that a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan has been developed, "'rill be 

implemented prior to construction and to the best of my knowledge and belief is 

I 
compliant ",rith any applicable local sediment and erosion control plans, as required in 
the general permit TXR150000. Note: For multiple operators who prepare a shared 
SWP3, the confirmation of an operator may be limited to its obligations under the 
SWP3 provided all obligations are confirmed by at least one operator. DYes 

I Operator Certification: 

I 1,_________________________________________________________________________ 

Typed or printed name Title

I 
I 

certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my 
direction or supervision in accordance v.rith a system designed to assure that qualified personnel 
properly gather and evaluate the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or 
persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the 

I 
 information, the information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, 

accurate, and complete. I am aware there are significant penalties for.submitting false 
information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knov.ring violations. 

I I further certify that I am authorized under 30 Texas Administrative Code 305-44 to sign and 

submit this document, and can provide documentation in proof of such authorization upon 


I 
 request. 


Signature: Date: __________________

I (Use blue ink) 

I 

I TCEQ 20022 (03/05/2013) Page 6 
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5. 

I 
Contributing Zone Pian (CZP) Vickrey & Associates, Inc. 
Brookshire Brothers at Canyon Lake Page 30 

I 
4.0 AGENT AUTHORIZATION FORM 

I 

I 

I 

I 


of __________________~--~ 

I 
gineer 

of ______________________~V~i~c 

irm 
I 
I to represent and act on the behalf of the named Corporation, Partnership, or for 

the purpose of preparing and submitting this application to the Commission on 
Environmental Quality (TCEQ) for the review and approval consideration of regulated 

I 
 activities. 


I also that:

I 1. 
13 

is responsible for 

I 
with 30 Texas Administrative Code 

any condition of the approval leUer. The TCEQ is authorized 
to assess administrative penalties of up $10,000 per day per violation. 

2. 
right to control 
For an application who are not property owner, but who the 

possess the property, additional authorization is required from the 

I owner. 

3. Application are due and payable at the time application is submitted. The 
application must be sent to the TCEQ cashier or to the a priate regional 

I The application will not be considered until the e is received by the 
commission. 

I 4. A notarized copy of the Agent Authorization provided for the person 
preparing application. and this form must '!:Jjf"",,.. ..... completed application. 

commence any regulated activity on Aquifer Recharge 
or Transition Zone until the appropriate application for the 

with and approved by the Executive Director. 

I 

I 
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SIGNATURE PAGE: 

II-II-IY 
Date 

THE STATE o:TeXCIS § 

County of Aqge\ l'hOl § 

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared ,Ierr\{ /~.JQhn~n 
to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, ~nd acknowledged to 
me that (s)he executed same for the purpose and consideration therein expressed. 

GIVEN under my hand and 5eal of Offi~on thi5 I:lltay of ~OV~OILj 

~llLl(l ~ R_ nL__
tlJ SUSIE FREEMAN NP1ARY PUBLlL

~~~ MY~;:~\~~rtES QlJ5 I'e \-YLe I\A 0 n 
Typed or Printed Name of Notary 

MY COMMISSION EXPIRES: 
 2) Z8115 
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I 
Contributing Zone Plan (CZP) Vickrey & Associates, Inc. 
Brookshire Brothers at Canyon Lake Page 32 

I I5.0 APPLICATION FEE FORM (TCEQ-Os74): 

I 
 Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 

Edwards Aquifer Protection Program 


Application Fee Form 


I NAME OF PROPOSED REGULATED ENTITY: Brookshire Brothers at Canyon Lake 
REGULATED ENTITY LOCATION : 18267 F.M. 306. Canyon Lake. Texas 78736 
NAME OF CUSTOMER: Brookshire Brothers, Inc. 
CONTACT PERSON: Andrew W. Dodson, P.E. PHONE: (512) 494-8014 

I (Please Print) 


I 

Customer Reference Number (if issued): CN 604093674 (nine digits) 


Regulated Entity Reference Number(if issued): RN ___________ (nine digits) 


I 

Austin Regional Office (3373) D Hays D Travis D Williamson 


San Antonio Regional Office (3362) D Bexar [8] Comal D Medina D Kinney D Uvalde 


I 

Application fees must be paid by check, certified check, or money order, payable to the Texas Commission on 

Environmental Quality. Your canceled check will serve as your receipt. This form must be submitted with 

your fee payment. This payment is being submitted to (Check One): 


D Austin Regional Office [8] San Antonio Regional Office 


D Mailed to TCEQ: D Overnight Delivery to TCEQ:


I TCEQ - Cashier TCEQ - Cashier 
Revenues Section 12100 Park 35 Circle 
Mail Code 214 Building A, 3rd Floor 

I P.O. Box 13088 Austin, TX 78753 
Austin, TX 78711-3088 512/239-0347 

Site Location (Check All That Apply): D Recharge Zone [8] Contributing Zone 

I Type of Plan 

I 
Water Pollution Abatement Plan, Contributing Zone 
Plan: One Single Family Residential Dwelling 

Water Pollution Abatement Plan, Contributing Zone 

I 
Plan: Multiple SinQle Family Residential and Parks 

Water Pollution Abatement Plan, Contributing Zone 
Plan: Non-residential 

I I Sewage Collection System 

Lift Stations without sewer lines 

I Underground or Aboveground Storage Tank Facility 

Piping System(s)(only) 

I I 
Exception 

Extension of Time 

I 

Size _. 

Acres 

Acres 

6.04 Acres 

L.F. 

Acres 

Tanks 

Each 

Each 

Each 

D Transition Zone 

Fee Due 

$ 

$ 

$ 5,000.00 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

I Signature Date 

I 
If you have questions on how to fill out this form or about the Edwards Aquifer protection program, please contact us at 210/490
3096 for projects located in the San Antonio Region or 512/339-2929 for projects located in the Austin Region. 

Individuals are entitled to request and review their personal inrormation that the agency gathers on its rorms. They may also have any errors in 

TCEQ-0574 (Rev. 4/25/08) 

I 

http:5,000.00
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I Contributing lone Plan (ClP) Vickrey &Associates, Inc. 
Brookshire Brothers at Canyon Lake Page 26 

I I5.0 APPLICATION FEE FORM (TCEQ-0574): 

I Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program 

Application Fee Form 

I NAME OF PROPOSED REGULATED ENTITY: Brookshire Brothers at Canyon Lake 
REGULATED ENTITY LOCATION: 18267 F.M. 306. Canyon Lake. Texas 78736 
NAME OF CUSTOMER: Brookshire Brothers. Inc. 
CONTACT PERSON: Andrew W. Dodson. P.E. PHONE: (512) 494-8014 

I (Please Print) 

Customer Reference Number (if issued): CN 604093674 (nine digits) 

Regulated Entity Reference Number(if issued): RN /0 1- 9 ( 5 Q ~ S (nine digits) I 
Austin Regional Office (3373) D Hays D Travis 0 Williamson 

San Antonio Regional Office (3362) 0 Bexar t8l Comal 0 Medina 0 Kinney D UvaldeI Application fees must be paid by check, certified check, or money order, payable to the Texas Commission on 
Environmental Quality. Your canceled check will serve as your receipt. This form must be submitted with 
your fee payment. This payment is being submitted to (Check One): I o Austin Regional Office 

I 
o Mailed to TCEQ: 

TCEQ - Cashier 
Revenues Section 
Mail Code 214 

I 
P.O. Box 13088 
Austin, TX 78711-3088 

Site Location (Check All That Apply): 0 Recharge Zone 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Type of Plan Size Fee Due 

Water Pollution Abatement Plan, Contributing Zone 
Plan: One Sir}9le Family Residential DwellinQ 

Acres $ 

Water Pollution Abatement Plan, Contributing Zone 
Plan: Multiple Single Family Residential and Parks 

Acres $ 

Water Pollution Abatement Plan, Contributing Zone 
Plan: Non-residential 

6.04 Acres $ 5,000.00 

Sewage Collection System L.F. $ 

Lift Stations without sewer lines Acres $ 

UnderQround or AboveJlround Storage Tank Facility Tanks $ 

Piping System{s){only) Each $ 

Exception Each $ 

Extension of Time Each $ 

t8l San Antonio Regional Office 

o Overnight Delivery to TCEQ: 
TCEQ - Cashier 
12100 Park 35 Circle 
Building A, 3rd Floor 
Austin, TX 78753 
512/239-0347 

t8l Contributing Zone o Transition Zone 

I Signature 

If you have questions on how to fill out this form or about the Edwards Aquifer protection program, please contact us at 210/490

I 
3096 for projects located in the San Antonio Region or 5121339·2929 for projects located in the Austin Region. 

Individuals are entitled to request and review their personal information that the agency gathers on its forms. They may also have any errors in 

TCEQ-0574 (Rev. 4125/08) 
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I their information corrected. To review such information, contact us at 512/239-3282. 

I 

I 
 Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 


Edwards Aquifer Protection Program 

Application Fee Schedule 


30 TAC Chapter 213 (effective 05101/2008) 


I 
Water Pollution Abatement Plans and Modifications 

Contn"b f Zone PIans an d M od"fu 109 Ilcations 

PROJECT PROJECT AREA IN ACRES 
, 

I 
 One Single Family Residential Dwelling 


Multiple Single Family Residential and Parks 

I 
I Non-residential (Commercial, industrial, institutional, 

multi-family residential, schools, and other sites where 
regulated activities will occur) 

I 

I 

I 

rgamzed S 

PROJECT 

o " ewage CoII 

Sewage Collection Systems 

I 
n erground ovegroundStorage T 

I PROJECT 

U d andAb 

<5 

<5 
5 < 10 

10 < 40 
40 < 100 

100 < 500 
~ 500 

< 1 
1 < 5 

L 1) < 10 
10 < 40 
40 < 100 

~ 100 

ectlon Siystems an d M d"fi o Ilcations 

COST PER LINEAR FOOT 

$0.50 

FEE 

$650 

$1,500 
$3,000 
$4,000 
$6,500 
$8,000 

$10,000 

$3,000 
$4000 
$5.000 I 
$6,500 
$8,000 

$10,000 

MINIMUM FEE 
MAXIMUM FEE 

$650 - $6,500 

aCllty PI Ilcations 

COST PER TANK OR PIPING 

ankS;ystem F T ans an d M od"f 

MINIMUM FEE 
SYSTEM MAXIMUM FEE 

I $650Underground and Aboveground Storage Tank Facility $650 - $6,500 

I E f txcep,\on Reques s 

FEEPROJECT 

I $500Exception Request 

I 
E t fT"Ime eques s x enslon 0 R t 

PROJECT FEE 

Extension of Time Request $150

I 

I 


TCEQ-0574 (Rev. 4/25/08) 
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aROOKSlilRE BROTH.ERS, INC. PO. BOX 16a8 WFKlN. TEXAS 7j9()2,. 1 688 DSfACH AND REfA.J;N 

VEHDOR#: 240318 11/28/2014 CHK# 2481905 
INVOICB# INV DA'l'B AMOUNT DISCOUNT NET 

LOC-> 
112514 11/25/2014 5,000.00 .00 5,000.00 

.00 5,000.00 

0. 2481905 
DAn; 11./28/201.4 

5,000.00 

to"'''''-w AUnC'~'tarY UIFtvrPlII' c.o: ro"~.no~0I11~ t,,",ClAIrNrr.ITlIItf" 

PAY Five Thousand and 00/100 Dollars 

TO TEXAS COMMISSION ON BNVIRON
THE . MENTAL QUALITY 

POBOX 13089 

I -"T' . 1 . 

.. 
c: 
.g$ : : : : : : S ,000 . 00 ~ '~t .' r-::. . -  ·00 
OJ 
0: 

'" ~ 
OJ 
c: 
·00 
c: .... 
~ 
c: 
oORDER .~

AUS~IN TX 78711-3089 
e OJOF 
~ 

'0 
;: 
'" o 
co 

'" 
x '" OJ 
I 

http:5,000.00
http:5,000.00
http:5,000.00
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I 
7.0 CORE DATA FORM (TCEQ-10400): 

I See following pages. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Texas Board of Professional Engineers Registration /I F-159 W:\2540-00t\[~\[~Contribuq Zone ~UP\ContribJtirc ltJnt ~_BroobNre &0$ (.anyon Lake_2-26-2015.door: 
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I 
TCEQ Use Only

I TCEQ Core Data Form 

I 
For detailed instructions regarding completion of this form, please read the Core Data Form Instructions or call 512-239-5175. 

SECTION I: General Information 

I 
I 
I SECTION II: Customer Information 

1. Reason for Submission (If other is checked please describe in space provided) 

~ New Permit, Registration or Authorization (Core Data Form should be submitted with the program application) 

D Renewal (Core Data Form should be submitted with the renewal form) I D Other I 
2. Attachments Describe Any Attachments: (ex. Title VApplication, Waste Transporter Application, etc) 

DYes ~No I 
3. Customer Reference Number (if issued) Follow this link to search 4. Regulated Entity Reference Number (if issued) 

eN 604093674 
for CN or RN numbers in 

RN / O::rq / 5dd- 5Central R~ist[Y" 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

SECTION III'. Retmlated Entitv Information 

I 

I 

I 


5. Effective Date for Customer Information Updates (mm/ddlyyyy) I 
6. Customer Role (Proposed or Actual) - as it relates to the R~ulated Entitv.listed on this form. Please check only one of the fol/owing. 

0 0wner D Operator [gj Owner & Operator 
DOccupational Licensee D Responsible Party D Voluntary Cleanup Applicant DOther: 

7. Ge9-eral Customer Information 

G'New Customer ~ Update to Customer Information D Change in Regulated Entity Ownership 
DChange in Legal Name (Verifiable with the Texas Secretary of State) D No Change" 
"If "No Change" and Section I is coml2.'ete. skil2. to Section 11/- Regulated Entit'{.lnformation. 

8. Type of Customer: ~ Corporation D Individual D Sole Proprietorship- D.B.A 

D City Government D County Government D Federal Government D State Government 

D Other Government D General Partnership D Limited Partnership D Other: 

9. Customer Legal Name (If an individual, print last name first: ex.· Doe, John) End Date:If new Customer, enter Ilrevious Customer 
below 

Brookshire Brothers, Inc. I I 
1201 Ellen Trout Drive 

10. Mailing 
Address: 

City I Lufkin I State I TX JZIP I 75904 I ZIP +4 I 
11. Country Mailing Information (if outside USA) 12. E·Mail Address (if applicable) 

13. Telephone Number 14. Extension or Code 15. Fax Number (if applicable) 

('11l. ) lA~'\· 81\ 5 I 41.~C. I ( '\1l. ) zo~ - ~'Z~, 
16. Federal Tax 10 19digffs) 17. TX State Franchise Tax 10 (1ldigffs) 18. DUNS Numberlifapp/icable) 19. TX 50S Filing Number lifapplicable) 

~s- 2101 ~~3q I I J 
20. Number of Employees 21. Independently Owned and Operated? 

D 0-20 D 21-100 D 101-250 ~51-500 D 501 and higher I [i}'res D No 

22. General Regulated Entity Information (If 'New Regulated Entity" is selected below this form should be accomp

[8j New Regulated Entity D Update to Regulated Entity Name D Update to Regulated Entity Information 

anied by apermit application) 

D No Change" (See below) 

Hit "NO CHANGE" is checked and Section I is complete, skip to Section IV, Preparer Intonnation. 

23. Regulated Entity Name (name of the site where the regulated action is taking place) 

Brookshire Brothers at Canyon Lake 

TCEQ·10400 (09/07) Page 1 of 2 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

18267 F.M. 306 

City I Canyon Lake 

City I 

26. E·Maii Address: 1rpo.. ~f"~ e bnx."~~",4.~."o_ 
27. Telephone Number 28. Extension or Code 

(93lP ) b3~ - L/~ IlJ I 

30. Primary SIC Code (4 digits) 31. Secondary SIC Code (4 digits) 
32. Primary NAICS Code 
(5 or 6 digits) 

5411 I 5541 1445110 
34. What is the Primary Business of this entity? (Please do not repeat the SIC or NAICS description.) 

grocery store and fueling station 

Questions 34  37 address geographic location. Please refer to the instructions for applicability. 

35. Description to 
Northwest comer ofF.M. 306 at its intersection with Canyon Park Road. Physical Location: 

36. Nearest City County State Nearest ZIP Code 

Canyon Lake 1 Comal ITX 1 78133 

37. Latitude (N) In Decimal: 129.9144167 38. Longitude (W) In Decimal: 1 -98.21625 
Degrees I Minutes I Seconds Degrees I Minutes I Seconds 

29 154 I 51.9 98 112 158.5 

39. TCEQ Programs and ID Numbers Check all Programs and write in the permitsiregistration numbers that will be affected by the updates submitled on this form or the 
updates may not be made If your Program is not listed check other and write it in See the Core Data Form instructions for additional guidance;:-. 

SECTION IV· Preparer Information. 

SECTION V: Authorized Sh:;nature 
46. By my signature below, I certify, to the best of my knowledge, that the infonnation provided in this fonn is true and complete, 
and that I have signature authority to submit this fonn on behalf of the entity specified in Section II, Field 9 and/or as required for the 
updates to the ID numbers identified in field 39. 

(See the Core Data Form instructions/or more in/ormation on who should sign this/orm.) 

Company: Job Title: Austin Division Manager 

24. Street Address 
of the Regulated 
Entity: 
(No P.O. Boxesl 

25. Mailing 
Address: 

I State I TX I ZIP 178133 I ZIP+4 I 

I State I I ZIP I I ZIP+4 I 

29. Fax Number (if applicable) 

I ( '13(, ) bB - lf~=tO 
33. Secondary NAICS Code 
(5 or6 digits) 

I 447110 

D Dam Safety 

D New Source Review - Air 

D Stormwater 

D Voluntary Cleanup 

D Districts 

DOSSF 

D Title V - Air 

D Waste Water 

ffEdwards Aquifer 

e...z.~ 
D Petroleum Storage Tank 

D Tines 

D Wastewater Agriculture 

D Industrial Hazardous Waste 

DPWS 

D Used Oil 

D Wilter Rights 

D Municipal Solid Waste 

D Sludge 

D Utilities 

DOther: 

40. Name: 1 Andrew W. Dodson, P.E. 141. Title: I Austin Division Manager 

42. Telephone Number 43. Ext.lCode 44. Fax Number 45. E·Maii Address 

(512) 494-8014 1 110 1(512) 494-8054 1 adodson@vickreyinc.com 

Name{ln Print) : 


Signature: 


TCEQ·10400 (09/07) 

Phone: ( 512 ) 494-8014 

Date: ,z.l ,'b I I 'i 

Page 2 of 2 
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Vickrey & Associates, Inc. 

I 

Austin Division: 


1717 West 6th Street, Suite 260 

Austin, Texas 78703 
 I 


(512) 494-8014 


I
San Antonio Headquarters: 

12940 Country Parkway 


San Antonio, Texas 78216 
 I
(210) 349-3271 


www.vickreyinc.com I 

I 


TBPE Registration #159 I TBPLS Registration #10004100 I 


http:www.vickreyinc.com



























































